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TOP CONTRIBUTORS
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HireVue For Sales @HireVueSales
HireVueSales

#salestribe Are you a female sales professional? We
want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap
http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

9

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

8

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe
Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.co/tIv8ryqlzH

If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter
people! Jump in!
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CONTRIBUTORS

TWEETS TIMELINE
Tweets

RTs

Impressions

shanegibson

82

57

2.2M

smoothsale

46

10

1.8M

Mike_Kunkle

103

30

1.4M

CoachLee

106

33

1.1M

PeopleFirstPS

76

20

907.9k

DoyleSlayton

47

31

844.9k

sellingtools

37

35

616.1k

KellyMcCormick_

68

36

516.7k

michaeltasker @michaeltasker

KellyRiggs

81

18

394.6k

Yes to integration. Tho the tides constantly flow between a central
vs decentralized models #salestribe twitter.com/townsendwardla…

jeffshore

25

23

385.2k

toddschnick

51

33

293.1k

Chris Willis @media1der

scoremoresales

21

13

250.6k

Key to Sales Success: RT @Mike_Kunkle It’s all lead gen. Marketing &
Sales will continue to align/merge #SalesTribe

1

0

187.1k

bweaversmith

22

12

110.4k

micadam

26

7

105.8k

keenan

14

18
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mindtickle
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3

99.9k

sandyhubbard

12

3

89k

3

0

80.5k

15

7

55.9k

2

3

43.4k

StevenARosen

12

3

37.5k

KenThoreson

18

4

37.3k

iSalesGirl

33

24

33.1k

1

0

30.8k

14

6

25.5k

SalesArchitects

1

1

22.2k

ShannonBelew

11

4

22.1k

Jeff Shore @jeffshore

JillGoldworn

1

0

20.4k

That was a great Twitter Chat @shanegibson, thank you for putting
it on. Very fast paced and fun. #salestribe

GoforNo

1

0

20.3k

ReferralSales

2

0

16.4k

RobertTerson

2

1

15k

evankirstel

1

0

14.1k

OhhSocialMedia

1

0

13.5k

Tau_Amour

8

0

13.1k

hirevue

1

0

12.9k

TiborShanto

1

0

12.4k

cluman

1

0

11.5k

paul_mccord

1

0

10.8k

brendachance6

1

0

8.9k

NacoyaIngraham

2

0

8.9k

gilbertdirect

2

0

7.3k

brianmoran

milesaustin
saleshorizons
Jon_Ferrara

LinkedInBobbie
townsendwardlaw
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Apr 21, 2015 at 6:07pm UTC
Kathleen Glass @KathleenGlass
KathleenGlass

RT @media1der: Key to Sales Success: RT @Mike_Kunkle It’s all lead
gen. Marketing & Sales will continue to align/merge #SalesTribe

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

Thanks to all who watched #salestribe today - Read my best
practices for sales email (and steal my best templates) ow.ly/LViCG

Brenda Sue @brendachance6
brendachance6

RT @KellyMcCormick_: Thanks to all for their insight &amp;
participation; looking forward to the next one #SalesTribe
#twitterchat RT @Coac…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@alittlewoo thanks for joining us! :) #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @Jon_Ferrara: #Salestribe is THE #TweetChat for #Sales folks to
learn from really #Smart Peeps! #SocialSelling
twitter.com/keenan/status/…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @alittlewoo: Thx so much @shanegibson and everyone for your
insights on the Future of Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat - whoa!
My brain …

little woo @alittlewoo
Thx so much @shanegibson and everyone for your insights on the
Future of Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat - whoa! My brain is
swimming now!

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

Do yourself a favor and search twitter for #salestribe - 9 questions
posed to 30 of the smartest sales gurus on the planet #powerful

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @MirceaSaracut: #salestribe Thank you, had a great time! Great
way to learn from great professionals!

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @townsendwardlaw: And the winner is.... @shanegibson for
putting together a fun and amazing twitter blitzkrig #salestribe
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1

0
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1

0
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5
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1

1
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2

0
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1

0
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1

0
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2
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2

0
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1

1
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1

0
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1
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2

0
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1

0
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1
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Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

Kudos to @shanegibson for an amazing job moderating #salestribe
#twitterchat today!

Miles Austin @milesaustin
milesaustin

Had to decide between #salestribe chat or @KiteDesk demo of new
features. Kitedesk won, knew SalesTribe would be wonderful.
#nailedit

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
Are we done? So soon. Feels like I just got started. Thanks to the
#sales experts from #salestribe and special thanks to
@shanegibson

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@KyleNPatel awesome! Thanks for hanging out with us! #salestribe

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @CoachLee: Just ended the fastest 60 minutes on Twitter I have
ever experienced; wow fingers are tired #SalesTribe

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

I enjoy your intellectual perspective, Mike. You are a thinker who
helps sales people make sense of the process. #salestribe
@Mike_Kunkle

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Our pleasure! RT @MirceaSaracut: #salestribe Thank you, had a
great time! Great way to learn from great professionals!

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

And the winner is.... @shanegibson for putting together a fun and
amazing twitter blitzkrig #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @MelodyMcKinnon: @shanegibson #salestribe A9: Skills in
marketing & PR have become necessary for sales people, but selling
is its own ta…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@KellyMcCormick_ good times! #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

How great was #SalesTribe today? So many great thoughts and
ideas to take on board. Thanks everyone

Chris Willis @media1der
#smallbiz has agility advantage in sales and marketing
today.@CoachLee #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @CassandraGrauer: Thanks @shanegibson for hosting a fun
twitter chat today. This was my first one and now fired up to make
some sales! #…

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
WOW amazing discussion and thanks to all involved #SalesTribe!
Great job @shanegibson! Now time to go put this new found
knowledge to use ;)
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phillkeene
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1

0
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0
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0
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1
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0
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1

0
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1

0
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Melody McKinnon @MelodyMcKinnon

Sales_Mastery

1

0

640

@shanegibson #salestribe A9: Skills in marketing & PR have become
necessary for sales people, but selling is its own talent.

sartorialsafari
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0
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officialryguy

1

0
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alittlewoo

3

1
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Showcase_App

6

0
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rickylsimmons

2

0
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thejondaniels

1

0

480

WeSharePodcasts

1

0

473

JMSElite

1

0

455

ranaldjohn

1

0

426

carlopenaii

1

0

418

chrishirevue

1

0

370

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl

LS_IA_Frank

2

0

308

Glad you were here @_GregWilson #salestribe
twitter.com/_GregWilson/st…

Rreitzel

1

0

228

MKTJimmyxu

1

0

208

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales

RadhikaBhangola

1

0

203

@sandyhubbard yep- it's awesome. Can't wait to go back for a visit
#salestribe

jdyerfox

1

0

105

hixsondan

1

0

104

ConradBayer

1

0

99

croobrouck

1

0

94

thebestinsales

1

0
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Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee

AUMinaBox

1

0

72

Just ended the fastest 60 minutes on Twitter I have ever
experienced; wow fingers are tired #SalesTribe

mcclainsmith

1

0

65

emilyleonard21

2

1

60

Frank Roberson @LS_IA_Frank

MuttaherS

1

0

39

RT @toddschnick: #salestribe twitter chat = #FastestHourEver

leyaiskandar

2

0

18

MelodyMcKinnon

1

1

1

knowledge to use ;)

Cassandra Grauer @CassandraGrauer
Thanks @shanegibson for hosting a fun twitter chat today. This was
my first one and now fired up to make some sales! #salestribe

Mircea Saracut @MirceaSaracut
#salestribe Thank you, had a great time! Great way to learn from
great professionals!

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Thanks for joining our first #SalesTribe #TwitterChat! And a BIG
thanks to moderator @ShaneGibson What a great success!

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

It was great to have you participate! :) #salestribe
twitter.com/MohGar/status/…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: #salestribe twitter chat = #FastestHourEver

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @scoremoresales: @sandyhubbard yep- it's awesome. Can't wait
to go back for a visit #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Glad you were with us @_GregWilson thanks! #SalesTribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @KellyRiggs: GREAT stuff #SalesTribe....!! Rockin' the #sales
landscape with 30 pros!!

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @thewhalehunters: Many thanks @shanegibson for pulling this
off in grand (and accelerated) style! We appreciate you. #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
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pros!!

Mohit Garg @MohGar
It was great being a part of #SalesTribe today, thanks so much
@shanegibson

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: That’s a wrap for today’s #salestribe twitter chat.
Thank-you to our authors and participants for joining us today! See
yo…

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
It's been great to sit back and soak in the insight #sellwell
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Thanks @ShaneGibson for being a great Twitter chat moderator!
Thanks to participants for joining our #SalesTribe to tweet about
#sales!

Susan Spofford @Spoffords
RT @micadam: Managers need to learn how to transfer their old
skills to the digital world -social media listening #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @mindtickle: . @coachlee Quite possibly, although probably over
snail mail :-) #salestribe

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
Shane - thanks, great process #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Thanks for much for participating! #salestribe
twitter.com/bweaversmith/s…

Revegy @Revegy
RT @Mike_Kunkle: Hello to my #SalesTribe compadres! A hearty
welcome to those hanging with us today to chat about The Future of
Selling! #S…

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @CoachLee: Thanks to all for their insight & participation;
looking forward to the next one #SalesTribe chat

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
I would reply to question 9 but my brain blew up after #8.
#salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @ShaneGibson That’s a wrap for today’s #salestribe twitter chat.
Thank-you to our authors and participants for joining us today!

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Thanks to all for their insight &amp; participation; looking forward
to the next one #SalesTribe #twitterchat RT @CoachLee

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @iSalesGirl: Shouts out to #SalesTribe leaders and
@shanegibson. Too much fun on Twitter today! Go out and LOVE
'EM UP!

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e
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'EM UP!

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
My pleasure @scoremoresales enjoyed everyone's participation;
great insight #SalesTribe

Conrad Bayer @ConradBayer
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A9: Think about Inside & SD reps, today. Close to
inbound. It’s all lead gen. Marketing & Sales will continue to
align/mer…

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

@scoremoresales Portland is booming with tech start ups & cool
niche businesses - smart business people hungry for smart sales.
#salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
Shouts out to #SalesTribe leaders and @shanegibson. Too much
fun on Twitter today! Go out and LOVE 'EM UP!

Mohit Garg @MohGar
RT @MirceaSaracut: R9 #salestribe Sales and marketing need to be
in alignment, not to be choose from; you need both to suceed

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @townsendwardlaw: A9: Have seen this many times... only to see
it spun right back out. Integration (not merger) of Sales and
Marketing i…

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
@iSalesGirl Not sure what you mean? #salestribe
twitter.com/iSalesGirl/sta…

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

. @coachlee Quite possibly, although probably over snail mail :-)
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

That’s a wrap for today’s #salestribe twitter chat. Thank-you to our
authors and participants for joining us today! See you next time!

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @carriemaslen: A9: or you could ask: should marketing be folded
into sales. Mktg & Sls need to work seamlessly together toward the
sam…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Thanks to all for their insight & participation; looking forward to the
next one #SalesTribe chat

Chris Willis @media1der
RT @MohGar: A9. The link between sales and marketing will need to
be stronger, this is where sales enablement roles become critical
#SalesT…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @townsendwardlaw: A8: Hopefully it will replace 100% of the
ones that can't/won't/don't sell value #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @PeopleFirstPS: Great point! "Q9: Yes. Unless sellers become
leaders the selling function will become practically obsolete."

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e
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leaders the selling function will become practically obsolete."
#SalesTribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A9: Sales and Marketing need to work together more than ever.
#salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @bweaversmith: Many thanks @shanegibson for pulling this off
in grand (and accelerated) style! We appreciate you. #salestribe

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

A9: Have seen this many times... only to see it spun right back out.
Integration (not merger) of Sales and Marketing is the key
#salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
Thank you everyone,, my fingers are tired!! @kenthoreson, #sales,
#salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
Many thanks @shanegibson for pulling this off in grand (and
accelerated) style! We appreciate you. #salestribe

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
Many thanks @shanegibson for pulling this off in grand (and
accelerated) style! We appreciate you. #salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @carriemaslen: A9: or you could ask: should marketing be folded
into sales. Mktg & Sls need to work seamlessly together toward the
sam…

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @MohGar: A9. The link between sales and marketing will need to
be stronger, this is where sales enablement roles become critical
#SalesT…

Miles Austin @milesaustin
milesaustin

RT @sellingtools: A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with
content yet making buyers hunt & peck to find what they need
#SalesTribe

Carlo Pena II @carlopenaii
RT @shanegibson: Q6: What do think the single biggest mistake is
that most sales people make when using social media? #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q9: I’ve always looked at it the opposite way.
#Marketing is there to support #Sales efforts. Not the other way
around #s…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @toddschnick: A9: No, but... we all market our organization,
ideas, solutions, and who we are. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @smoothsale: A10: Great insights from everyone. Enjoy the
remainder of your day! #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e
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RT @DoyleSlayton: Q9: I’ve always looked at it the opposite way.
#Marketing is there to support #Sales efforts. Not the other way
around #s…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A9: And I do believe we are all our own #media company. purpose
is to educate and serve thru media/content #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @MirceaSaracut: R9 #salestribe Sales and marketing need to be
in alignment, not to be choose from; you need both to suceed

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: A9: No, but... we all market our organization,
ideas, solutions, and who we are. #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @sellingtools: A9 No! But they need to be enmeshed with
marketing. Should be a hybrid between Marketing and Sales
#salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Because sales & marketing plans were not created at the same time
@sellingtools #SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @micadam: Managers need to learn how to transfer their old
skills to the digital world -social media listening #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Love that term, @mikekunkle93 "consultative sellers". #salestribe
twitter.com/Mike_Kunkle/st… RT @CassandraGrauer

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A9 No! But they need to be enmeshed with
marketing. Should be a hybrid between Marketing and Sales
#salestribe RT @sel…

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @carriemaslen: A9: or you could ask: should marketing be folded
into sales. Mktg & Sls need to work seamlessly together toward the
sam…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @carriemaslen: A9: or you could ask: should marketing be folded
into sales. Mktg & Sls need to work seamlessly together toward the
sam…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A10: Great insights from everyone. Enjoy the remainder of your day!
#salestribe

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @scoremoresales: @sandyhubbard great to have you here
Sandy - I love #PDX and miss the NW #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @iSalesGirl: A9: I think the salespeople who will be the most
successful understand that they have a marketing role and a
leadership rol…

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e
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Mohit Garg @MohGar
A9. The link between sales and marketing will need to be stronger,
this is where sales enablement roles become critical #SalesTribe

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

A8: Hopefully it will replace 100% of the ones that can't/won't/don't
sell value #salestribe

Mircea Saracut @MirceaSaracut
R9 #salestribe Sales and marketing need to be in alignment, not to
be choose from; you need both to suceed

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A9: No, but... we all market our organization, ideas, solutions, and
who we are. #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q9: I’ve always looked at it the opposite way. #Marketing is there to
support #Sales efforts. Not the other way around #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @Mike_Kunkle: A9: Think about Inside & SD reps, today. Close to
inbound. It’s all lead gen. Marketing & Sales will continue to
align/mer…

Chris Willis @media1der
Marketing and Sales are still surprisingly segregated in many orgs
@CoachLee #SalesTribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@ShannonBelew have a great meeting! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
Q9: Yes. Unless sellers become leaders the selling function will
become practically obsolete. Mktg & buying will stand alone.
#SalesTribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @townsendwardlaw: EXACTLY! "A8 - You wouldn't walk up to a
stranger and start pitching your product in real life...?" #salestribe

Chantal Roobrouck @croobrouck
croobrouck

RT @micadam: Managers need to learn how to transfer their old
skills to the digital world -social media listening #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @iSalesGirl: A9: I think the salespeople who will be the most
successful understand that they have a marketing role and a
leadership rol…

Ms.Ingraham @NacoyaIngraham
RT @sellingtools: Q9: With so much emphasis on in-bound
marketing do you see sales teams being folded into marketing
departments? #salestri…

Cassandra Grauer @CassandraGrauer
Love that term, @mikekunkle93 "consultative sellers". #salestribe
twitter.com/Mike_Kunkle/st…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
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Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A9 No! But they need to be enmeshed with marketing. Should be a
hybrid between Marketing and Sales #salestribe RT @sellingtools

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @Jon_Ferrara: #Salestribe is THE #TweetChat for #Sales folks to
learn from really #Smart Peeps! #SocialSelling
twitter.com/keenan/status/…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @mayeralen: A9 - not a chance. they need to work together but
sales will always be sales. marketing people don't know how to talk
to cli…

Eleonora Iskandar @leyaiskandar
leyaiskandar

RT @sellingtools: A6: Biggest Social Selling mistake - thinking that a
connection means you have created a relationship! #salestribe RT
@iS…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
#Salestribe is THE #TweetChat for #Sales folks to learn from really
#Smart Peeps! #SocialSelling twitter.com/keenan/status/… RT
@Jon_Ferrara

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @Jon_Ferrara: #Salestribe is THE #TweetChat for #Sales folks to
learn from really #Smart Peeps! #SocialSelling
twitter.com/keenan/status/…

carrie maslen @carriemaslen
A9: or you could ask: should marketing be folded into sales. Mktg &
Sls need to work seamlessly together toward the same goals
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

I will be posting a curated summary of this Twitter chat at
closingbigger.net later today - follow #salestribe for updates

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @CoachLee: A9-Peter Drucker said business = 2 purposes:
marketing & innovation Marketing is the 1st phase of the sales
process. #salestr…

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @iSalesGirl: A9: I think the salespeople who will be the most
successful understand that they have a marketing role and a
leadership rol…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @shanegibson: I'm having the most twitter fun you can have
with your clothes on right now #salestribe
twitter.com/smoothsale/sta…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A9 No! But they need to be enmeshed with marketing. Should be a
hybrid between Marketing and Sales #salestribe

Miles Austin @milesaustin
milesaustin

RT @KellyRiggs: A4: A variety of killer video tools like Video Motion
Pro for creating pro content. @milesaustin #salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
Speaking of sales, I'm off to a mtg. but this has been terrific chat.
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Speaking of sales, I'm off to a mtg. but this has been terrific chat.
Looking forward to next one. Have a great week, all! #Salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A9: No. Sales and marketing don't often play well together, but data
provides real-time validation for both sides. #playnice #salestribe

Eleonora Iskandar @leyaiskandar
RT @scoremoresales: A7: social advice: listen before you talk.
Watch, observe, and find ways to add value #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

Q9: With so much emphasis on in-bound marketing do you see
sales teams being folded into marketing departments? #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Possibly, but as sales roles change so will the model of a sales
person #salestribe twitter.com/PeopleFirstPS/…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A9-Peter Drucker said business = 2 purposes: marketing &
innovation Marketing is the 1st phase of the sales process.
#salestribe

Jon Ferrara @Jon_Ferrara
#Salestribe is THE #TweetChat for #Sales folks to learn from really
#Smart Peeps! #SocialSelling twitter.com/keenan/status/…

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
A9. Probably not, but absolutely there will be much better
cooperation and integration of work efforts between the two
groups. #salestribe

Dan Ceravolo @dceravolo
RT @iSalesGirl: A9: I think the salespeople who will be the most
successful understand that they have a marketing role and a
leadership rol…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: I'm having the most twitter fun you can have
with your clothes on right now #salestribe
twitter.com/smoothsale/sta…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
@sandyhubbard great to have you here Sandy - I love #PDX and
miss the NW #salestribe

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

A8 - You wouldn't walk up to a stranger and start pitching your
product in real life so why does this seem ok in social media?
#salestribe

Jon Daniels @thejondaniels
thejondaniels

RT @CoachLee: RT @scoremoresales: A8: sales pros will evolve.
Sales fakers &amp; those lacking ability to change will be gone
#salestribe

The Social Seller @TheSocialSeller
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7 Virtually all #socialselling should revolve
around quality content. Pitch should be almost inadvertent.
#salestribe…
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Mircea Saracut @MirceaSaracut
R8 How you buy changes, how you sell will change. Automation will
eliminate salesmen only if acquisition will be automated, too
#salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @scoremoresales: A8: sales pros will evolve. Sales fakers &amp;
those lacking ability to change will be gone #salestribe

Frank Roberson @LS_IA_Frank
RT @toddschnick: RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales
Twitter chat, u r missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter …

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @scoremoresales: Big thanks to @shanegibson today for
organizing &amp; moderating us! #salestribe

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
@shanegibson OMG I hope that sales teams don't fold into
marketing. What about the art of the sale. No NO NO OMG No.
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A9: Think about Inside & SD reps, today. Close to inbound. It’s all
lead gen. Marketing & Sales will continue to align/merge
#SalesTribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A9: Sales overlaps marketing only in some instances, for strategic
purposes should remain separated. #salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
A9: More like merger of marketing/sales or marketing support being
folded into the sales department. #salestribe

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
A9: More like merger of marketing/sales or marketing support being
folded into the sales department. #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @media1der: A8 Many sales people are already being replaced
by marketing. They just don't realize it yet. #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A8: Artificial intelligence can aid in sales, but
it can’t take you out for coffee and sharing. #SalesTribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A9: I think the salespeople who will be the most successful
understand that they have a marketing role and a leadership role.
#salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
Q9: NO, heavens no, depending the complexity of the sale will
dictate, major moves to inside sales will occur, #salestribe,
@kenThoreson

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @ShannonBelew: .@shanegibson In some cases, as w/ #SaaS.
But I hope "human" factor always has some role in sales process/
cust relations…
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Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q9: With so much emphasis on in-bound
marketing do you see sales teams being folded into marketing
departments? #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @townsendwardlaw: A8 - Forgetting that the online world
follows the same social normalcy model as the 'real' world
#salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @shanegibson: I'm having the most twitter fun you can have
with your clothes on right now #salestribe
twitter.com/smoothsale/sta…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: @townsendwardlaw tell us how you really feel!! :)
#salestribe

BombBomb @BombBomb
BombBomb

RT @keenan: A2 we’re still “cold callin”, just using different tools, like
video email. #salestribe @bombbomb

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q9: With so much emphasis on in-bound marketing do you see
sales teams being folded into marketing departments? #salestribe
RT @shanegibson

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @scoremoresales: Big thanks to @shanegibson today for
organizing & moderating us! #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Thank you @mindtickle #SalesTribe

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

A8 - Forgetting that the online world follows the same social
normalcy model as the 'real' world #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @KellyRiggs: A8: Perhaps in simple, transactional sales
environments. In complex B2B sales, no. Creating #change requires
interaction. …

MUTTAHER SHAH @MuttaherS
MuttaherS

RT @KellyRiggs: A7: Create a process for engagement and get
everyone on the same page...then measure results and adapt as
needed. #salestr…

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
.@shanegibson In some cases, as w/ #SaaS. But I hope "human"
factor always has some role in sales process/ cust relationship.
#Salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @MohGar: A8. Sales reps won't be replaced but a sales person
now needs to add value to their customer at each stage of the sales
process…
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Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @scoremoresales: A8: sales pros will evolve. Sales fakers &amp;
those lacking ability to change will be gone #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@townsendwardlaw tell us how you really feel!! :) #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @carriemaslen: i think AI can help human sales people be more
successful; more insight = better value #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A8: Inside Sales & SDR will continue to grow.
Order-takers will be replaced. Consultative sellers will thrive in
complex B…

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
@KellyMcCormick_ @Mike_Kunkle Thanks for the RT #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A8: After all, as buyers we prefer automation and may even trust
systems and algorithms more than stereotypical salespeople.
#SalesTribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @sandyhubbard: I'm seeing my favorite sales consultants,
trainers, coaches and all-around smart people on #salestribe - and
finding new …

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Well said Leanne #salestribe twitter.com/CoachLee/statu…

Ohh Social Media @OhhSocialMedia
RT @shanegibson: Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites
and mobile apps could replace many sales people? #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q9: With so much emphasis on in-bound marketing do you see
sales teams being folded into marketing departments? #salestribe

Jill Goldworn @JillGoldworn
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A7: 3Ps~Presence/Profiles/Participation. Add
social to your sales methodology mix. Participate based on how
much your buye…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @KellyMcCormick_: Q8: there is no replacement for sales people.
Although some tasks can be automated. #salestribe @Mike_Kunkle
RT @Steve…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Marketing is part of the sales process. @media1der #SalesTribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

I'm having the most twitter fun you can have with your clothes on
right now #salestribe twitter.com/smoothsale/sta…
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Revegy @Revegy
RT @bweaversmith: A4: I am coaching 9 teams to use @Revegy for
global-account planning. Superb for developing vision with client on
complex…

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

A6: Acting like a douchebag at a club on a friday night. Interrupting
folks with 'pick-up' lines #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @scoremoresales: A8: sales pros will evolve. Sales fakers & those
lacking ability to change will be gone #salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
Big thanks to @shanegibson today for organizing & moderating us!
#salestribe

Mohit Garg @MohGar
A8. Sales reps won't be replaced but a sales person now needs to
add value to their customer at each stage of the sales process
#SalesTribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q8: Don't look at technology as a means of
replacing salespeople. See the tools as a means of making us more
efficient #s…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q8: there is no replacement for sales people. Although some tasks
can be automated. #salestribe @Mike_Kunkle RT @StevenARosen

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @scoremoresales: A8: sales pros will evolve. Sales fakers & those
lacking ability to change will be gone #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A8: Artificial intelligence can aid in sales, but
it can’t take you out for coffee and sharing. #SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A8: Inside Sales & SDR will continue to grow. Order-takers will be
replaced. Consultative sellers will thrive in complex B2B.
#SalesTribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q8: Don't look at technology as a means of
replacing salespeople. See the tools as a means of making us more
efficient #s…

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @shanegibson: I'd buy from R2D2! #salestribe #starwars
twitter.com/CoachLee/statu…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @KellyRiggs: A8: Perhaps in simple, transactional sales
environments. In complex B2B sales, no. #change requires
interaction #salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @scoremoresales: A8: sales pros will evolve. Sales fakers & those
lacking ability to change will be gone #salestribe
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Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @scoremoresales: A8: sales pros will evolve. Sales fakers & those
lacking ability to change will be gone #salestribe

carrie maslen @carriemaslen
i think AI can help human sales people be more successful; more
insight = better value #salestribe

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
RT @KellyRiggs: A8. All of the available information makes decision
making more difficult...a skilled #sales person is necessary to
navigat…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @StevenARosen: Q8: there is no replacement for "greatsales
people. Although some tasks can be automated. #salestribe
@Mike_Kunkle

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A8: Artificial intelligence can aid in sales, but it can’t take you out for
coffee and sharing. #SalesTribe

Chris Willis @media1der
A8 Many sales people are already being replaced by marketing.
They just don't realize it yet. #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A8. All of the available information makes decision making more
difficult...a skilled #sales person is necessary to navigate.
#salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
@shanegibson Great experience using Twitter Chat - thank you for
arranging and including all of us! #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @KellyRiggs: A8: Perhaps in simple, transactional sales
environments. In complex B2B sales, no. Creating #change requires
interaction. …

Disartmedia USA @disartmedia
disartmedia

RT @CoachLee: RT @ShannonBelew: A7: In the Social Sales realm,
you MUST put "social" and relationship first. #Salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @StevenARosen: Q8: there is no replacement for sales people.
Although some tasks can be automated. #salestribe @Mike_Kunkle

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites and mobile apps
could replace many sales people? A8: GOD, I hope not! ;-)
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

I'd buy from R2D2! #salestribe #starwars
twitter.com/CoachLee/statu…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
A8: sales pros will evolve. Sales fakers & those lacking ability to
change will be gone #salestribe
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Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q8: Don't look at technology as a means of replacing salespeople.
See the tools as a means of making us more efficient #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A8: Yes, I do. It WILL happen if sellers don't become leaders and
change the way we engage buyers. #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @sellingtools: A8 We’re already seeing them be shut-out of the
self-education stage of the buyer journey. #salestribe

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

A7 - Don't be a creeper! Treat social media interactions like real life.
Approach like a relationship not a 1 night stand #salestribe

Disartmedia USA @disartmedia
disartmedia

RT @CoachLee: Could this get any faster? @disartmedia #SalesTribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick
A8: #No #salestribe

Ms.Ingraham @NacoyaIngraham
RT @saleshorizons: A8. Will vary by industry in some there will be
very limited replacement - some there will be more. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@CassandraGrauer #elephantintheroom #salestribe :)

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @shanegibson: Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites
and mobile apps could replace many sales people? #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A8: Perhaps in simple, transactional sales environments. In complex
B2B sales, no. Creating #change requires interaction. #salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
Q8: Medical Protocols change treatment patterns... sales calls with
BI/CRM will change tactics #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Could this get any faster? @disartmedia #SalesTribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A8 Answer to Can artificial intelligence replace salespeople? I take
the 5th amendment. :) #salestribe RT @smoothsale

Ricky Simmons @rickylsimmons
RT @shmula: Q1: After the sales kickoff, what strategies do you do
to make sure the training wasn't a waste? #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @sellingtools: A8 We’re already seeing them be shut-out of the
self-education stage of the buyer journey. #salestribe
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Mohit Garg @MohGar
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches.
#salestribe #business

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @iSalesGirl: A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it
offline. In that order! #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @sellingtools: A8 We’re already seeing them be shut-out of the
self-education stage of the buyer journey. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A8-No, they are only tools to enhance the relationship & #sales
experience. #salestribe Leave R2D2 for Star Wars!

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
#salestribe twitter chat = #FastestHourEver RT @toddschnick

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
@StevenARosen I mean send a study/white paper. Make a
connection for your #Customer. Something they need. Or share
THEIR stuff. #salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
@sellingtools @iSalesGirl Very good point! #Salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @toddschnick: #salestribe twitter chat = #FastestHourEver

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @jeffshore: A8: Will it replace salespeople? “Weed out” might be
a better way to put it. Read “Bold” by Peter Diamandis #salestribe

Cassandra Grauer @CassandraGrauer
Good yet uncomfortable question @shanegibson #salestribe
twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
A8. Will vary by industry in some there will be very limited
replacement - some there will be more. #salestribe

Disartmedia USA @disartmedia
disartmedia

RT @jeffshore: A7: Advice on social selling? Just pay attention to two
metrics: speed and personalization. Everything else will follow. #sa…

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7-Do your research. Align social media
channels to your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches
#salestribe RT @C…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A8 Answer to Can artificial intelligence replace salespeople? I take
the 5th amendment. :) #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites and mobile apps
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Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites and mobile apps
could replace many sales people? #salestribe RT @shanegibson

Mohit Garg @MohGar
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A7: Seek first to understand and then to be
understood. Use it as a research & dialogue tool, not as a place to
pitch. #…

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

I'm seeing my favorite sales consultants, trainers, coaches and allaround smart people on #salestribe - and finding new people to
follow!

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites
and mobile apps could replace many sales people? #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @smoothsale: A7: New to social sales, remember authenticity,
build relationships, remember values, and share best insights.
#salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
Q8 Artificial intelligence may replace salespeople 4 commodities but
complex sales need sellers & buyers collaborating. #salestribe

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
Q8 Artificial intelligence may replace salespeople 4 commodities but
complex sales need sellers & buyers collaborating. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @toddschnick: A7: You don't need 40,000 followers to be
successful in the social sales space #salestribe #facepalm #sigh

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A7: Social enhances the process. Find a trigger or
hinge to connect. Add value, create interest. Watch for sales signals.
…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A8 [Continued] Salespeople will always be needed but their role will
evolve. #salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A8: Will it replace salespeople? “Weed out” might be a better way to
put it. Read “Bold” by Peter Diamandis #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

#salestribe twitter chat = #FastestHourEver

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7: social advice: listen before you talk.
Watch, observe, and find ways to add value #salestribe RT
@scoremoresales

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A8 We’re already seeing them be shut-out of the self-education
stage of the buyer journey. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle
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A8: Many? Maybe. Some? Absolutely. Increasing over time. Esp for
simple, commoditized, low-priced. #SalesTribe ~
blog.hubspot.com/sales/1-millio…

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
Q8: there is no replacement for sales people. Although some tasks
can be automated. #salestribe @Mike_Kunkle

shmulashmula : pete abilla @shmula

Q2: What are some alternatives to the unscalable ride-a-long?
#salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @jeffshore: Only 15 minutes left in #salestribe Twitter Chat.
Jump in, it's fun! #sales

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A7: Social enhances the process. Find a trigger 2
connect. Add value, create interest. Watch for sales signals.
#SalesTribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @shanegibson: Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites
and mobile apps could replace many sales people? #salestribe

The Social Seller @TheSocialSeller
RT @CoachLee: RT @shanegibson: A7: My advice for #socialselling
success: Use the internet 2 get off of the internet; get sociable! cc
@sjag…

The Social Seller @TheSocialSeller
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7: My advice for #socialselling is focus on
maintaining relationships. Referrals are vital to a business.
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites
and mobile apps could replace many sales people? #salestribe

The Social Seller @TheSocialSeller
RT @CoachLee: RT @darylshaber: RT @micadam Managers need
learn to develop new kpi's forth young Salesforce. #socialselling
#salestribe

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @jeffshore: A7: Advice on social selling? Just pay attention to two
metrics: speed and personalization. Everything else will follow. #sa…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A7 Virtually all #socialselling should revolve around quality content.
Pitch should be almost inadvertent. #salestribe RT
@CanadianWebBiz

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @sellingtools: RT @CoachLee: A7-Do your research. Align social
media channels to your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches
#sales…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @toddschnick: A7: You don't need 40,000 followers to be
successful in the social sales space #salestribe #facepalm #sigh
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Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @jeffshore: Only 15 minutes left in #salestribe Twitter Chat.
Jump in, it's fun! #sales

Ryan Anderson @officialryguy
officialryguy

RT @iSalesGirl: A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it
offline. In that order! #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @smoothsale: A7: New to social sales, remember authenticity,
build relationships, remember values, and share best insights.
#salestribe

SocialBiz @SocialBizzz
RT @MohGar: A2. Selfless Inbound Marketing is the new coldcalling. Being genuinely useful to customers without expecting
anything in retur…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7-Do your research. Align social media
channels to your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches
#salestribe RT @C…

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q7: Leverage content in context and be ready to
get on the phone! #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @jeffshore: Only 15 minutes left in #salestribe Twitter Chat.
Jump in, it's fun! #sales

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A7: Social enhances the process. Find a trigger or hinge to connect.
Add value, create interest. Watch for sales signals. #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Thanks for the RT @sellingtools Are you having fun? #SalesTribe

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
RT @jeffshore: Only 15 minutes left in #salestribe Twitter Chat.
Jump in, it's fun! #sales

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
A8: No, but BI/AI will change the sales process, new tactics will be
used based upon relevant dataponts in CRM, #salestribe,
@kenThoreson

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @shanegibson: A7: My advice for #socialselling success: "Use the
internet to get off of the internet - get sociable!" cc @sjagger
#sales…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @scoremoresales: A7: social advice: listen before you talk.
Watch, observe, and find ways to add value #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @JennaSD: RT @shanegibson: A4: I have to say @kitedesk's
newest release really makes @salesforce #socialselling a lot easier
#salestribe
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Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @CoachLee: RT @sandyhubbard: Ther's a great chat going on
among sales experts over on the #SALESTRIBE hashtag! Thanks
Sandy

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @shanegibson: A7: My advice for #socialselling success: "Use the
internet to get off of the internet - get sociable!" cc @sjagger
#sales…

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
Only 15 minutes left in #salestribe Twitter Chat. Jump in, it's fun!
#sales

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A7: Allow YOUR social presence to speak for itself. Use referrals on
LI and videos. Let them find out about you first, too! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @sandyhubbard: Ther's a great chat going on among sales
experts over on the #SALESTRIBE hashtag!

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

That's a great plan #salestribe twitter.com/CoachLee/statu…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A7: social advice: listen before you talk. Watch, observe, and find
ways to add value #salestribe RT @scoremoresales

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A7: You don't need 40,000 followers to be successful in the social
sales space #salestribe #facepalm #sigh

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
@iSalesGirl what do you and others consider vale? #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q8: Do you think artificial intelligence, websites and mobile apps
could replace many sales people? #salestribe

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A7: 3Ps~Presence/Profiles/Participation. Add
social to your sales methodology mix. Participate based on how
much your buye…

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @sandyhubbard: Ther's a great chat going on among sales
experts over on the #SALESTRIBE hashtag!

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @sandyhubbard: Ther's a great chat going on among sales
experts over on the #SALESTRIBE hashtag! Thanks Sandy

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @KellyRiggs: A7: Create a process for engagement and get
everyone on the same page...then measure results and adapt as
needed. #salestr…
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Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @CanadianWebBiz: A7: Virtually all social selling should revolve
around high quality content. Pitch should be almost inadvertent.
@shane…

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @MohGar: A7. Approach social selling like with all sales. Set your
goals, research, understand your customer and environment &
measure #…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @smoothsale: A7: New to social sales, remember authenticity,
build relationships, remember values, and share best insights.
#salestribe

Hedge Fund Teacher @Hedgefundteach
RT @sellingtools: A6: Biggest Social Selling mistake - thinking that a
connection means you have created a relationship! #salestribe RT
@iS…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @PeopleFirstPS: A7: Seek first to understand and then to be
understood. Use it as a research & dialogue tool, not as a place to
pitch. #…

Richard+Lewis @RichardandLewis
RT @CoachLee: A7-Do your research. Align social media channels to
your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @iSalesGirl: A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it
offline. In that order! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @scoremoresales: A7: social advice: listen before you talk.
Watch, observe, and find ways to add value #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

So true, measurement is critical #salestribe
twitter.com/KellyMcCormick…

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

Ther's a great chat going on among sales experts over on the
#SALESTRIBE hashtag!

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @MohGar: A7. Approach social selling like with all sales. Set your
goals, research, understand your customer and environment &
measure #…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @ShannonBelew: A7: In the Social Sales realm, you MUST put
"social" and relationship first. #Salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @ShannonBelew: A7: In the Social Sales realm, you MUST put
"social" and relationship first. #Salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @JennaSD: RT @shanegibson: A4: I have to say @kitedesk's
newest release really makes @salesforce #socialselling a lot easier
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newest release really makes @salesforce #socialselling a lot easier
#salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @CoachLee: My fingers & brain are whirling for this Twitter Chat
thanks to @ShaneGibson for coordinating #SalesTribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A7: My advice for #socialselling is focus on maintaining
relationships. Referrals are great for business growth. #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Great advice Elinor #salestribe twitter.com/smoothsale/sta…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @iSalesGirl: A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it
offline. In that order! #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @iSalesGirl: A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it
offline. In that order! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @smoothsale: A7: New to social sales, remember authenticity,
build relationships, remember values, and share best insights.
#salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @ShannonBelew: RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using
social media? Trying to sell with no relationship and no insight.
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @PeopleFirstPS: A7: Seek first to understand and then to be
understood. Use it as a research & dialogue tool, not as a place to
pitch. #…

Jenna Dobkin @JennaSD
RT @shanegibson: A4: I have to say @kitedesk's newest release
really makes @salesforce #socialselling a lot easier #salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
A7: In the Social Sales realm, you MUST put "social" and relationship
first. #Salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7-Do your research. Align social media
channels to your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches
#salestribe RT @C…

Mohit Garg @MohGar
A7. Approach social selling like with all sales. Set your goals,
research, understand your customer and environment & measure
#SalesTribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @iSalesGirl: A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it
offline. In that order! #salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
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A7: social advice: listen before you talk. Watch, observe, and find
ways to add value #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: A7: My advice for #socialselling success: Use the
internet 2 get off of the internet; get sociable! cc @sjagger
#salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A7: YES! #CustomerCentric #SocialSelling via @Mike_Kunkle
#salestribe twitter.com/Mike_Kunkle/st…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @CoachLee: A7-Do your research. Align social media channels to
your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @iSalesGirl: A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it
offline. In that order! #salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A7: Seek first to understand and then to be
understood. Use it as a research & dialogue tool, not as a place to
pitch. #…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: RT @MirceaSaracut "@shanegibson Reach out,
be relevant, be useful" #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7-Do your research. Align social media
channels to your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches
#salestribe RT @C…

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A7: 3Ps~Presence/Profiles/Participation. Add
social to your sales methodology mix. Participate based on how
much your buye…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A7: Create a process for engagement & get everyone on the same
page...then measure results and adapt as needed. #salestribe RT
@KellyRiggs

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @jeffshore: A7: Advice on social selling? Just pay attention to two
metrics: speed and personalization. Everything else will follow. #sa…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q7: Leverage content in context and be ready to
get on the phone! #salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A7: New to social sales, remember authenticity, build relationships,
remember values, and share best insights. #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @CoachLee: A7-Do your research. Align social media channels to
your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson
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RT @MirceaSaracut "@shanegibson Reach out, be relevant, be
useful" #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @sellingtools: RT @MohGar: A6. Listening to the customer and
understanding them first is just as important in social media as
offline #S…

Howard @FinanciallyLit
RT @StevenARosen: A7 for sales people entering the social realm I
would suggest they start with LinkedIn #salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A7: Seek first to understand and then to be
understood. Use it as a research & dialogue tool, not as a place to
pitch. #…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q7: Leverage content in context and be ready to
get on the phone! #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

.@Mike_Kunkle should be part of a guiding process, of course. but
we're all different #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @jeffshore: A7: Advice on social selling? Just pay attention to two
metrics: speed and personalization. Everything else will follow. #sa…

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A7-Do your research. Align social media
channels to your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches
#salestribe RT @C…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q7: Leverage content in context and be ready to
get on the phone! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A7: Seek first to understand and then to be understood. Use it as a
research & dialogue tool, not as a place to pitch. #SalesTribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @StevenARosen: A7 for sales people entering the social realm I
would suggest they start with LinkedIn #salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A7: Listen first, then strive to add value, then take it offline. In that
order! #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @CoachLee: A7-Do your research. Align social media channels to
your ideal customer. Refrain from #sales pitches #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A7-Do your research. Align social media channels to your ideal
customer. Refrain from #sales pitches #salestribe RT @CoachLee

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: A7: My advice for #socialselling success: "Use the
internet to get off of the internet - get sociable!" cc @sjagger
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internet to get off of the internet - get sociable!" cc @sjagger
#sales…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
The metrics (execution) should be predetermined this ensures
alignment of next behaviors to desired goals @shmula #SalesTribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @KellyRiggs: A7: Create a process for engagement and get
everyone on the same page...then measure results and adapt as
needed. #salestr…

Sales Acceleration @sellingaccel
RT @shmula: Q1: After the sales kickoff, what strategies do you do
to make sure the training wasn't a waste? #salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying
to sell with no relationship and no insight. #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A7: 3Ps~Presence/Profiles/Participation. Add
social to your sales methodology mix. Participate based on how
much your buye…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q7: Leverage content in context and be ready to
get on the phone! #salestribe

Jim Gilbert @gilbertdirect
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches.
#salestribe #business

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A7: 3Ps~Presence/Profiles/Participation. Add social to your sales
methodology mix. Participate based on how much your buyers do.
#SalesTribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

A7: My advice for #socialselling success: "Use the internet to get off
of the internet - get sociable!" cc @sjagger #salestribe

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
RT @toddschnick: A6: Biggest mistake is ONE WAY
COMMUNICATION. People, there are real humans behind that
avatar. Connect! #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A7: My advice for #socialselling is focus on maintaining
relationships. Referrals are vital to a business. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q7: What advice would you give to sales people
and sales organizations entering into the social sales realm?
#salestribe

A Sales Guy Inc. @asalesguy
RT @CoachLee: RT @CassandraGrauer: 22 min left 2 engage with
these talented sales gurus. Join the twitter chat now #salestribe
https://t.co…

Patrice Sommons @PSommons
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Patrice Sommons @PSommons
RT @KellyRiggs: A4: A variety of killer video tools like Video Motion
Pro for creating pro content. @milesaustin #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @KellyRiggs: A7: Create a process for engagement and get
everyone on the same page...then measure results and adapt as
needed. #salestr…

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
RT @sellingtools: RT @MohGar: A6. Listening to the customer and
understanding them first is just as important in social media as
offline #S…

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @CoachLee: RT @CassandraGrauer: 22 min left 2 engage with
these talented sales gurus. Join the twitter chat now #salestribe
https://t.co…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shmula: Q1: After the sales kickoff, what strategies do you do
to make sure the training wasn't a waste? #salestribe

A Sales Guy Inc. @asalesguy
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q6: They don’t align messages with real business
needs… and therefore struggle to engage prospects. #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A6: Biggest Social Selling mistake - thinking that a connection means
you have created a relationship! #salestribe RT @iSalesGirl:

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q6: They don’t align messages with real business
needs… and therefore struggle to engage prospects. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Trust doesn't mean free-for-all though @toddschnick, right?
Everyone can't "do their own thing." Impossible to improve or scale.
#SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A7-Do your research. Align social media channels to your ideal
customer. Refrain from #sales pitches #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Jump in the conversation is hot! @StevenARosen #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A7: Create a process for engagement and get everyone on the same
page...then measure results and adapt as needed. #salestribe

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
A7 for sales people entering the social realm I would suggest they
start with LinkedIn #salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @toddschnick: RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using
social media? Trying to sell with no relationship and no
insight.#salestribe
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Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q7: Leverage content in context and be ready to get on the phone!
#salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @toddschnick: RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using
social media? Trying to sell with no relationship and no
insight.#salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A7: Advice on social selling? Just pay attention to two metrics: speed
and personalization. Everything else will follow. #salestribe

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @shmula: Q1: After the sales kickoff, what strategies do you do
to make sure the training wasn't a waste? #salestribe

Jim Gilbert @gilbertdirect
RT @toddschnick: A5: #sales leaders need to trust people to be
human, be real, and freely use tools/tech that allow them to
connect #salest…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q7: What advice would you give to sales people and sales
organizations entering into the social sales realm? #salestribe RT
@shanegibson

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A6: Biggest mistake is using #SocialMedia as
a sales channel. Instead share info & interact. Builds trust &
interest. …

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Yikes, not sure if we should take that test :-/ #salestribe
twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using
social media? Trying to sell with no relationship and no
insight.#salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
Truth RT @jeffshore: GREAT answer! "Biggest mistake using social
media? Confusing activity w/ effectiveness." Social Notworking
#Salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@StevenARosen @toddschnick @KellyMcCormick_ welcome! Jump
in there! #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @MohGar: A6. Listening to the customer and understanding
them first is just as important in social media as offline #SalesTribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
Can't wait to take the Quiz @shanegibson #salestribe
twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Emily Leonard @emilyleonard21
RT @jeffshore: A6: Biggest mistake using social media? Confusing
activity with effectiveness. “Social Notworking” #salestribe
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Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A6: They forget that the most powerful part of Social is #LISTENING
to the #CUSTOMER...shhhhh #salestribe RT @iSalesGirl

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
This should have already been predetermined before the sales kickoff @shmula #SalesTribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
@KellyMcCormick_ Great point, Kelly M...! "Don't align messages
with real business needs." #Salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @mindtickle: Great point Doyle #salestribe
twitter.com/DoyleSlayton/s…

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
Hi guys #late to the game #salestribe Hello @toddschnick
@KellyMcCormick_ @shanegibson

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying
to sell with no relationship and no insight.#salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying
to sell with no relationship and no insight.#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q7: What advice would you give to sales people and sales
organizations entering into the social sales realm? #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @iSalesGirl: A6: They forget that the most powerful part of Social
is #LISTENING to the #CUSTOMER...shhhhh #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @Mike_Kunkle: A6: A fool with a social tool, is just a louder fool.
#SalesTribe - Use your heads, people. We need to elevate the #sales
…

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
RT @KellyRiggs: RT @jeffshore: GREAT answer! "A6: Biggest mistake
using social media? Confusing activity w/ effectiveness." “Social
Notwork…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @KellyMcCormick_: Q6: They don’t align messages with real
business needs… and therefore struggle to engage prospects.
#salestribe RT @Do…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @micadam: Oh so true. It should be a convo #salestribe
twitter.com/KellyMcCormick…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
My fingers & brain are whirling for this Twitter Chat thanks to
@ShaneGibson for coordinating #SalesTribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
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Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @KellyRiggs: RT @jeffshore: GREAT answer! "A6: Biggest mistake
using social media? Confusing activity w/ effectiveness." “Social
Notwork…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A6: Thinking people will respond favorably to
Twitter DMs or LI spam. #SalesTribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Agreed! @PeopleFirstPS: A6: Thinking people will respond favorably
to Twitter DMs or LI spam. #SalesTribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Oh so true. It should be a convo #salestribe
twitter.com/KellyMcCormick…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q6: They don’t align messages with real business
needs… and therefore struggle to engage prospects. #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

.@ShannonBelew @KellyMcCormick_ because we can't (or won't)
trust anyone. hard to run a #sales team that way #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying
to sell with no relationship and no insight.#salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @MohGar: A6. Listening to the customer and understanding
them first is just as important in social media as offline #SalesTribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @jeffshore: GREAT answer! "A6: Biggest mistake using social
media? Confusing activity w/ effectiveness." “Social Notworking”
#salestribe

Cassandra Grauer @CassandraGrauer
Being a new twitter user, I strive for effectiveness but sometimes
activity takes over. Getting there! #salestribe
twitter.com/jeffshore/stat…

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A6: Biggest mistake is using #SocialMedia as
a sales channel. Instead share info & interact. Builds trust &
interest. …

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Great point Doyle #salestribe twitter.com/DoyleSlayton/s…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A6: Thinking people will respond favorably to Twitter DMs or LI
spam. #SalesTribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q6: They don’t align messages with real business needs… and
therefore struggle to engage prospects. #salestribe RT
@DoyleSlayton
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Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A6: Biggest Social Selling mistake - thinking
that a connection means you have created a relationship!
#salestribe RT …

Showcase @Showcase_App
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A6: Biggest mistake is ONE WAY
COMMUNICATION. People, there are real humans behind that
avatar. Connect! #salestribe R…

shmulashmula : pete abilla @shmula

Q1: After the sales kickoff, what strategies do you do to make sure
the training wasn't a waste? #salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @MohGar: A6. Listening to the customer and understanding
them first is just as important in social media as offline #SalesTribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Ha! @jeffshore #socialnotworking is a big issue in #socialselling I
actually put together a quiz on it :) slideshare.net/shanegibson/so…
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A6: A fool with a social tool, is just a louder fool. #SalesTribe - Use
your heads, people. We need to elevate the #sales profession.

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @scoremoresales: A6: not bring in it for the long haul / not
championing others while gaining those important insights we all
talk about…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
That presumes there is a strategic plan from which a #sales plan
evolved @darylshaber #SalesTribe

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
Hey guys, if you're having trouble following the chat, check out
tchat.io/rooms/salestri… #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A6: Lack of trigger event research, they pounce
on buyers - lack of patience & social savvy. #SalesTribe ~
https://t.co/ud…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q6: They don’t align messages with real business
needs… and therefore struggle to engage prospects. #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @sellingtools: A6 They use it the same way they use cold
emailing – to sell. Social outreach needs to be about the buyer not
about the s…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A6: People don't use #socmed as a way to gain intelligence on
people, learn who they are, what they care about #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A6: Biggest mistake is ONE WAY COMMUNICATION. People, there
are real humans behind that avatar. Connect! #salestribe RT
@toddschnick
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MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Very true. Talking rather than listening #salestribe
twitter.com/CoachLee/statu…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @darylshaber: RT @micadam Managers need learn to develop
new kpi's forth young Salesforce. #socialselling #salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A6: They forget that the most powerful part of Social is #LISTENING
to the #CUSTOMER...shhhhh #salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @toddschnick: A6: Biggest mistake is ONE WAY
COMMUNICATION. People, there are real humans behind that
avatar. Connect! #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A6: Biggest Social Selling mistake - thinking that a connection means
you have created a relationship! #salestribe RT @iSalesGirl:

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: A6: Biggest mistake is ONE WAY
COMMUNICATION. People, there are real humans behind that
avatar. Connect! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @toddschnick: A6: Biggest mistake is ONE WAY
COMMUNICATION. People, there are real humans behind that
avatar. Connect! #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @CassandraGrauer: 22 min left 2 engage with these talented
sales gurus. Join the twitter chat now #salestribe
twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
A6: not bring in it for the long haul / not championing others while
gaining those important insights we all talk about finding
#salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q6: They don’t align messages with real business needs… and
therefore struggle to engage prospects. #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @Mike_Kunkle: A6: Lack of trigger event research, they pounce
on buyers - lack of patience & social savvy. #SalesTribe ~
https://t.co/ud…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A6: Biggest mistake is using #SocialMedia as
a sales channel. Instead share info & interact. Builds trust &
interest. …

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @jeffshore: A6: Biggest mistake using social media? Confusing
activity with effectiveness. “Social Notworking” #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle
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Mike_Kunkle

RT @CoachLee: A6-Oh that’s easy, pitch, pitch & more pitch. Failure
to build the relationship; ignoring permission based marketing
#salestr…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying
to sell with no relationship and no insight.#salestribe

Daryl Shaber @darylshaber
RT @micadam Managers need learn to develop new kpi's forth
young Salesforce. #socialselling #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @jeffshore: A6: Biggest mistake using social media? Confusing
activity with effectiveness. “Social Notworking” #salestribe

Mohit Garg @MohGar
A6. Listening to the customer and understanding them first is just
as important in social media as offline #SalesTribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @bweaversmith: A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying
to sell with no relationship and no insight.#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Same here, @ShannonBelew. This is our first one. More to come.
Glad you're here! #SalesTribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @sellingtools: A6 They use it the same way they use cold
emailing – to sell. Social outreach needs to be about the buyer not
about the s…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @sellingtools: A6 They use it the same way they use cold
emailing – to sell. Social outreach needs to be about the buyer not
about the s…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A6: Biggest mistake is ONE WAY COMMUNICATION. People, there
are real humans behind that avatar. Connect! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A6: Not genuinely and authentically connecting. Using it as a generic
short cut. #SalesTribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A6: Biggest Social Selling mistake - thinking that a connection means
you have created a relationship! #salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
@KellyMcCormick_ @toddschnick Well said! But always harder than
it seems it should be. #Salestribe

Cassandra Grauer @CassandraGrauer
22 minutes left to engage with these extremy talented sales gurus.
Join the twitter chat now #salestribe twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A6: Lack of trigger event research, they pounce
on buyers - lack of patience & social savvy. #SalesTribe ~
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on buyers - lack of patience & social savvy. #SalesTribe ~
https://t.co/ud…

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Not sharing and thinking that knowledge is.power #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A6: Biggest mistake is using #SocialMedia as a sales channel.
Instead share info & interact. Builds trust & interest. #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A6: Salespeople mistake social media for selling..social media is
great for marketing - attraction and awareness. #Salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @mawunyoadjei: Glad to have stumbled on this live tweetchat
for sales people. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Great sales leaders roll up their sleeves and
get in the game! #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @shanegibson: Q6: What do think the single biggest mistake is
that most sales people make when using social media? #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q6: What do think the single biggest mistake is that most sales
people make when using social media? #salestribe RT
@shanegibson

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @KellyMcCormick_: RT @mawunyoadjei: Glad to have stumbled
on this live #tweetchat for sales people. #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

A6. Not being Authentic. Not being the same person online and
offline. #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A6 They use it the same way they use cold emailing – to sell. Social
outreach needs to be about the buyer not about the seller.
#salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: Q6: What do think the single biggest mistake is
that most sales people make when using social media? #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @CoachLee: A6-Oh that’s easy, pitch, pitch & more pitch. Failure
to build the relationship; ignoring permission based marketing
#salestr…

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying to sell with no
relationship and no insight.#salestribe

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
A6 Biggest mistake using social media? Trying to sell with no
relationship and no insight.#salestribe
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IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A6: Lack of trigger event research, they pounce
on buyers - lack of patience & social savvy. #SalesTribe ~
https://t.co/ud…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @mawunyoadjei: Glad to have stumbled on this live #tweetchat
for sales people. #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
RT @mawunyoadjei: Glad to have stumbled on this live #tweetchat
for sales people. #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Great sales leaders roll up their sleeves and
get in the game! #salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A6: Biggest mistake using social media? Confusing activity with
effectiveness. “Social Notworking” #salestribe

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
@CoachLee @KellyRiggs @milesaustin or like @OneMob so reps can
have the ability to create killer content too! #SalesTribe
#SellWithVideo

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A6-Oh that’s easy, pitch, pitch & more pitch. Failure to build the
relationship; ignoring permission based marketing #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: A5: #Sales leaders need to stop using tools/tech
to browbeat people into submission #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @mawunyoadjei: Glad to have stumbled on this live #tweetchat
for sales people. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A6: Lack of trigger event research, they pounce on buyers - lack of
patience & social savvy. #SalesTribe ~
linkedin.com/pulse/20140811…

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Well said Mike #salestribe twitter.com/Mike_Kunkle/st…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @saleshorizons: A5. Business acumen, big data interpretation,
project management and advanced leadership skills. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @toddschnick: A5: #Sales leaders need to stop using tools/tech
to browbeat people into submission #salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
A6: they show themselves in a personal light that hinders their
professional life, #salestribe, @kenthoreson
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Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q6: What do think the single biggest mistake is
that most sales people make when using social media? #salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
@Mike_Kunkle Hi Mike! Great to connect w/you. This is my first time
on #salestribe Really enjoying the discussions so far!

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @MohGar: A5. Sales managers need access to & understanding
of how to use data to improve the sales knowledge & capability of
their team …

Mawunyo Adjei @mawunyoadjei
Glad to have stumbled on this live #tweetchat for sales people.
#salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @smoothsale: A9 Biggest social media error is "Push Selling" aka
Buy, Buy, Buy = Bye-Bye. Instead share quality content. #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Absolutely. And then they need to know how to transfer that
knowledge to their reps #salestribe twitter.com/iSalesGirl/sta…

Mawunyo Adjei @mawunyoadjei
Glad to have stumbled on this live tweetchat for sales people.
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @MohGar: A5. Sales managers need access to & understanding
of how to use data to improve the sales knowledge & capability of
their team …

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: A5: #Sales leaders need to understand that each
#salesrep is different and has own style + approach, not
#onesizefitsall #…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Thanks for the RT @townsendwardlaw #SalesTribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @toddschnick: A5: #Sales leaders need to stop using tools/tech
to browbeat people into submission #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q6: What do think the single biggest mistake is that most sales
people make when using social media? #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @CoachLee: Yet most truly do not know what true coaching is.
They consult more than they coach IMHO @kellyriggs #SalesTribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @ShannonBelew: A5: Sales leaders/managers need to be more
adaptive than ever before, willing to try new things imo. #Salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

A5. How to value and action on #bigdata #salestribe
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Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
Great point #salestribe twitter.com/MohGar/status/…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A5: Managers and sales leaders need to
listen to their clients & sellers. Insights on how to be better come
from every…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: YES, Doyle!! "Q5: Great sales leaders roll up their
sleeves and get in the game!" #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Thanks for the RT @PeopleFirstPS Love this Twitter Chat #SalesTribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A5: Sales leaders/managers need to be more adaptive than ever
before, willing to try new things imo. #Salestribe RT
@ShannonBelew

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A5: Managers and sales leaders need to
listen to their clients & sellers. Insights on how to be better come
from every…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @iSalesGirl: A5: Sales managers need to truly understand the
Value Prop from #CUSTOMER POV Keep message is consistent in
sales process.…

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
If you're looking to create a quick personal video for a
prospect/customer I can help

cc @OneMob #SalesTribe

twitter.com/kellymccormick…

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @MohGar: A5. Sales managers need access to & understanding
of how to use data to improve the sales knowledge & capability of
their team …

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A5: #Sales Managers need to combine Analytics +
People strategies to drive sales growth #SalesTribe ~
http://t.co/TusJhJ2G…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A5: #Sales leaders need to understand that each #salesrep is
different and has own style + approach, not #onesizefitsall
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @CoachLee: A5-Writing, emotional intelligence and self
leadership are my top 3. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

THIS!! ==> RT @toddschnick "A5: #Sales leaders need to stop using
tools/tech to browbeat people into submission #salestribe"
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MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

So true, structured coaching with a data-driven approach can make
all the difference #salestribe twitter.com/bweaversmith/s…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Yet most truly do not know what true coaching is. They consult
more than they coach IMHO @kellyriggs #SalesTribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @saleshorizons: A5. Business acumen, big data interpretation,
project management and advanced leadership skills. #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Managers need learn to develop new kpi's forth young Salesforce.
#socialselling #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches.
#salestribe #business

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
A5: Sales leaders/managers need to be more adaptive than ever
before, willing to try new things imo. #Salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches. #salestribe #business
RT @DoyleSlayton

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A9 Biggest social media error is "Push Selling" aka Buy, Buy, Buy =
Bye-Bye. Instead share quality content. #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q5: Great sales leaders roll up their sleeves and get in the game!
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @toddschnick: A5: #Sales leaders need to stop using tools/tech
to browbeat people into submission #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @Mike_Kunkle: AMEN, brother!! "Wow, these things move fast!"
#SalesTribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
It's not to late to join this fascinating discussion about what's
changing in #sales. Live Chat at #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @Mike_Kunkle: Wow, these things move fast! #SalesTribe Sure
do

Mohit Garg @MohGar
A5. Sales managers need access to & understanding of how to use
data to improve the sales knowledge & capability of their team
#SalesTribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Managers need to learn how to transfer their old skills to the digital
world -social media listening #salestribe
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world -social media listening #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
RT @iSalesGirl: A4: Don't get 2 fascinated with tools - use what
works for U BUT understand what tools your #CUSTOMER is using.
#salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @iSalesGirl: A4: VideoRolePlay.com for sales training - role
playing - honing sales team's skills! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches.
#salestribe #business

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A5: #Sales Managers need to combine Analytics +
People strategies to drive sales growth #SalesTribe ~
http://t.co/TusJhJ2G…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A5: #sales leaders need to trust people to be human, be real &
freely use tools/tech that allow them to connect #salestribe RT
@toddschnick:

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A5: Managers and sales leaders need to
listen to their clients & sellers. Insights on how to be better come
from every…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A5: And as leaders, sellers must know how to
challenge the status quo. #salestribe RT @PeopleFirstPS

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @toddschnick: A5: #sales leaders need to trust people to be
human, be real, and freely use tools/tech that allow them to
connect #salest…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @Mike_Kunkle: A5: #Sales Managers need to combine Analytics +
People strategies to drive sales growth #SalesTribe ~
http://t.co/TusJhJ2G…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Wow, these things move fast! #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @micadam: A5. Digital skills are needed since most are not up to
speed #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @ShannonBelew: For all my sales friends, jump in and chat now
#salestribe Sounds interesting! twitter.com/scoremoresales…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches.
#salestribe #business

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @ShannonBelew: For all my sales friends, jump in and chat now
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RT @ShannonBelew: For all my sales friends, jump in and chat now
#salestribe Sounds interesting! twitter.com/scoremoresales…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A5: #Sales leaders need to stop using tools/tech to browbeat people
into submission #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: A5: #sales leaders need to trust people to be
human, be real, and freely use tools/tech that allow them to
connect #salest…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @iSalesGirl: A4: Don't get 2 fascinated with tools - use what
works for U BUT understand what tools your #CUSTOMER is using.
#salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @CoachLee: RT @bweaversmith: A5: Coaching of individuals and
teams on how to acquire and share insights on industry and
market. #salestr…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A5: And as leaders, sellers must know how to challenge the status
quo. #salestribe RT @PeopleFirstPS

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @thewhalehunters: A5: Coaching of individuals and teams on
how to acquire and share insights on industry and market.
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @iSalesGirl: A4: VideoRolePlay.com for sales training - role
playing - honing sales team's skills! #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches.
#salestribe #business

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A5: Sales managers need to truly understand the Value Prop from
#CUSTOMER POV Keep message is consistent in sales process.
#salestribe

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
RT @KellyMcCormick_: Q5: With the changing landscape of selling
what new skill sets do sales managers and sales leaders need?
#salestribe R…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A5: #sales leaders need to trust people to be human, be real, and
freely use tools/tech that allow them to connect #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @micadam: A5. Digital skills are needed since most are not up to
speed #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A5: Managers and sales leaders need to listen to their clients &
sellers. Insights on how to be better come from everyone.
#salestribe
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Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q5: Sales leaders have to be great coaches. #salestribe #business

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @scoremoresales: A5: aLOVE of learning and no fear about
change! #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @mindtickle: True. Also how they adopt the tool & its full
functionality. Making it engaging and easy to use is key #salestribe
https://…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @micadam: I think tools are just a means to achieve goal. They
constantly need to. Be updated #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A5: And as leaders, sellers must know how to challenge the status
quo. #salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @iSalesGirl: A4: Don't get too fascinated with tools - use what
works for you - BUT understand what tools your #CUSTOMER is
using. #sale…

Shannon Belew @ShannonBelew
For all my sales friends, jump in and chat now #salestribe Sounds
interesting! twitter.com/scoremoresales…

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

A5. Digital skills are needed since most are not up to speed
#salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @bweaversmith: A5: Coaching of individuals and teams on how
to acquire and share insights on industry and market. #salestribe

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
A5. Business acumen, big data interpretation, project management
and advanced leadership skills. #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q5: With the changing landscape of selling what new skill sets do
sales managers and sales leaders need? #salestribe RT
@shanegibson

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @bweaversmith: A5: Coaching of individuals and teams on how
to acquire and share insights on industry and market. #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @shanegibson: Q5: With the changing landscape of selling what
new skill sets do sales managers and sales leaders need?
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @CoachLee: A5-Writing, emotional intelligence and self
leadership are my top 3. #salestribe
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Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @mindtickle: So true, and great fun as well #salestribe
twitter.com/toddschnick/st…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q4: Look to companies like ROI-Selling.com @dwflemin to help
salespeople overcome price objections and sell value #salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
A5: aLOVE of learning and no fear about change! #salestribe

AngZek @lau_sengo
RT @KyleNPatel: Great insights and tips from 30+ #Sales thought
leaders happening right now! Jump in #SalesTribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

True. Also how they adopt the tool & its full functionality. Making it
engaging and easy to use is key #salestribe
twitter.com/KellyRiggs/sta…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @shanegibson: A5: I think successful sales managers will use
technology to enhance leadership not abdicate it to a dashboard
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @KellyRiggs: A5: Today's sales manager has to master the "old
school" selling skills AND the "new school" social/digital tools. BOTH.
#…

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
A5: communication skills and art of mental agility, that allows for
creativity and how salespeople think,#salestribe, @kenthoreson

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @smoothsale: A5 Sales Managers & Leaders need to adapt to a
positive mindset that anything IS possible; Open New Doors
#salestribe

Richard+Lewis @RichardandLewis
RT @KellyMcCormick_: Q4: Use @HubSpot it aligns all of our daily
#sales & #marketing activities into a single database/platform.
#salestrib…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A4: Favorite tool for selling is connecting via #sociallmedia on sites
like @Twitter @LinkedIn #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A5: Leading vs. selling, esp. the ability to inspire
buyers w/PERSONALLY relevant value. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @iSalesGirl: A4: Don't get too fascinated with tools - use what
works for you - BUT understand what tools your #CUSTOMER is
using. #sale…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @shanegibson: A5: I think successful sales managers will use
technology to enhance leadership not abdicate it to a dashboard
#salestribe
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The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
A5: Coaching of individuals and teams on how to acquire and share
insights on industry and market. #salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
A5: Coaching of individuals and teams on how to acquire and share
insights on industry and market. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A5 - Less superworker turn supervisor (mgr) & more right fit; right
job including talent assessments #SalesTribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
Q5: What tools do salespeople and managers need today? PhD's in
psychology! #salestribe

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
.@jeffshore you know we love personal videomails Jeff! Especially
when it's integrated with @salesforce Cc @OneMob #SalesTribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A5: #Sales Managers need to combine Analytics +
People strategies to drive sales growth #SalesTribe ~
http://t.co/TusJhJ2G…

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
A4. Another great app is SweetSpot for getting info on industry and
company. #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

I think tools are just a means to achieve goal. They constantly need
to. Be updated #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A5: #Sales Managers need to combine Analytics + People strategies
to drive sales growth #SalesTribe ~
slideshare.net/MikeKunkle/man…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A5: Also, ability to quickly connect , build trust & establish credibility.
More here: bit.ly/1HfyINy #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @iSalesGirl: A4: Don't get too fascinated with tools - use what
works for you - BUT understand what tools your #CUSTOMER is
using. #sale…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: A5: I think successful sales managers will use
technology to enhance leadership not abdicate it to a dashboard
#salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A5 Sales Managers & Leaders need to adapt to a positive mindset
that anything IS possible; Open New Doors #salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A4: Don't get too fascinated with tools - use what works for you BUT understand what tools your #CUSTOMER is using. #salestribe
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Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

@micadam won't be long #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @iSalesGirl: A4: VideoRolePlay.com for sales training - role
playing - honing sales team's skills! #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A5: Today's sales manager has to master the "old school" selling
skills AND the "new school" social/digital tools. BOTH. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

A5: I think successful sales managers will use technology to enhance
leadership not abdicate it to a dashboard #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A5-Writing, emotional intelligence and self leadership are my top 3.
#salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A5: Leading vs. selling, esp. the ability to inspire buyers
w/PERSONALLY relevant value. #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

So true, and great fun as well #salestribe
twitter.com/toddschnick/st…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @KellyRiggs: A4: A variety of killer video tools like Video Motion
Pro for creating pro content. @milesaustin #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A5: Analysis, value creation, dialogue skills, judgment, learning
agility, organization, networking #SalesTribe ~
slideshare.net/MikeKunkle/ast…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @toddschnick: A4: #Tweetchats like #salestribe - you are
witnessing power of connection + service, meeting new people (aka
prospects) #s…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q5: With the changing landscape of selling what
new skill sets do sales managers and sales leaders need?
#salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @iSalesGirl: A4: VideoRolePlay.com for sales training - role
playing - honing sales team's skills! #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @KellyRiggs: A4: It's not the tool per se....it's how salespeople
leverage those tools in the buying cycle. #SalesTribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Anyone using sales navigator from #LinkedIn #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
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Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @toddschnick: A4: #Tweetchats like #salestribe - U R witnessing
power of connection + service, meeting new people (aka prospects)

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @jeffshore: Participating in a fun Twitter Chat right now with
amazing #sales leaders. Join us! #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @smoothsale: First time to participate in a live one-hour twitter
chat with 30+ sales professionals; great insights! #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q5: With the changing landscape of selling what new skill sets do
sales managers and sales leaders need? #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A4: It's not the tool per se....it's how salespeople leverage those
tools in the buying cycle. #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @townsendwardlaw: A3-Ditto @coachlee more decisions before
a salesperson shows up #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Great insights and tips from 30+ #Sales thought leaders happening
right now! Jump in #SalesTribe RT @KyleNPatel

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
Participating in a fun Twitter Chat right now with amazing #sales
leaders. Join us! #salestribe via @jeffshore

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
Getting a lot of great #sales insight from this #twitterchat!
#salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @PeopleFirstPS: @CoachLee - The components of leadership
absolutely include CLARITY! #SalesTribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @jeffshore: Participating in a fun Twitter Chat right now with
amazing #sales leaders. Join us! #salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @bweaversmith: RT @shanegibson: A4: Personally I use
@nimble's tool for #socialselling and pulling everything together
#salestribe [Me …

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A4: #Tweetchats like #salestribe - you are witnessing power of
connection + service, meeting new people (aka prospects)
#salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

True, the potential application of these tools is yet to be seen
#salestribe twitter.com/toddschnick/st…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @KyleNPatel: Great insights and tips from 30+ #Sales thought
leaders happening right now! Jump in #SalesTribe
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IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A4: VideoRolePlay.com for sales training - role playing - honing sales
team's skills! #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
This twitter Chat on sales is Fascinating to quote Mr.Spock
#SalesTribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @jeffshore: Participating in a fun Twitter Chat right now with
amazing #sales leaders. Join us! #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A4: apps like #Periscope, #Meerkat make it easier to connect with
people, and create helpful content #salestribe RT @toddschnick

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Hey @HireVueSales calling you out. There's a difference between
participating in a chat and adding value, & hijacking. Come on.
#SalesTribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @KyleNPatel: Great insights and tips from 30+ #Sales thought
leaders happening right now! Jump in #SalesTribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @shanegibson: A4: Personally I use @nimble's tool for
#socialselling and pulling everything together #salestribe [Me too-love it!]

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KyleNPatel: Great insights and tips from 30+ #Sales thought
leaders happening right now! Jump in #SalesTribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A4 - Telling that the answers are more sparse (sparser?) on this
topic. Where are the new tools???? #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Love to try them but not on android #salestribe
twitter.com/toddschnick/st…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @smoothsale: First time to participate in a live one-hour twitter
chat with 30+ sales professionals; great insights! #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @saleshorizons: A4. Pipeliner CRM. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @smoothsale: First time to participate in a live one-hour twitter
chat with 30+ sales professionals; great insights! #salestribe Me too

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @MohGar: A4. I'm bias but that would have to @mindtickle sales
readiness app! Sales training, product updates, coaching tools on
mobile …
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Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @CoachLee: RT @PeopleFirstPS: Q4: The #SalesTribe twitter chat!
I've learned more in 15 minutes than I have in the last 2 weeks!

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
Participating in a fun Twitter Chat right now with amazing #sales
leaders. Join us! #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @micadam: Must try new tools & see the value. They change
over time. Using already large set of tools but no new ones
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @KellyMcCormick_: Q4: Use @HubSpot it aligns all of our daily
#sales & #marketing activities into a single database/platform.
#salestrib…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
A4 tools that help you monitor who has opened your email and
tracks what links were clicked #sidekick @yesware @toutapp
#salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
First time to participate in a live one-hour twitter chat with 30+ sales
professionals; great insights! #salestribe

Showcase @Showcase_App
RT @KyleNPatel: Great insights and tips from 30+ #Sales thought
leaders happening right now! Jump in #SalesTribe

Kevin Marasco @kmarasco
kmarasco

RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

clumanChip Luman @cluman

RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q4: Use @HubSpot it aligns all of our daily #sales & #marketing
activities into a single database/platform. #salestribe RT
@DoyleSlayton

Daniel Hixson @hixsondan
RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Sales Acceleration @sellingaccel
RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A4: Also a big fan of Nimble! #salestribe @jon_ferrara

Ricky Simmons @rickylsimmons
RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Chris Cannon @chrishirevue
chrishirevue
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chrishirevue

RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Jake Reni @jakereni
jakereni

RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Peter Chun @PeterGChun
PeterGChun

RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

McClain Smith @mcclainsmith
RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

hirevueHireVue @hirevue

RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Ben Martinez @benmartinezJ
RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

KiteDesk @KiteDesk
KiteDesk

RT @Mike_Kunkle: Hello to my #SalesTribe compadres! A hearty
welcome to those hanging with us today to chat about The Future of
Selling! #S…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @KellyRiggs: A4: A variety of killer video tools like Video Motion
Pro for creating pro content. @milesaustin #salestribe

David Bradford @DavidBradford
RT @HireVueSales: #salestribe Are you a female sales professional?
We want to hear your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
Great insights and tips from 30+ #Sales thought leaders happening
right now! Jump in #SalesTribe

Mohit Garg @MohGar
A4. I'm bias but that would have to @mindtickle sales readiness
app! Sales training, product updates, coaching tools on mobile
#SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @toddschnick: RT @shanegibson: Q4: What is your newest most
exciting tech tool for sales you have come across recently?
#salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A4: apps like #Periscope, #Meerkat make it easier to connect with
people, and create helpful content #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

You must constantly try new tools and see the value. They change
over time. Using already large set of tools but no new ones
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @PeopleFirstPS: Q4: The #SalesTribe twitter chat! I've learned
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RT @PeopleFirstPS: Q4: The #SalesTribe twitter chat! I've learned
more in 15 minutes than I have in the last 2 weeks!

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @shanegibson: A4: I have to say @kitedesk's newest release
really makes @salesforce #socialselling a lot easier #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @PeopleFirstPS: Q4: The #SalesTribe twitter chat! I've learned
more in 15 minutes than I have in the last 2 weeks!

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @saleshorizons: A4. Pipeliner CRM. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @sellingtools: A4 Register for our online demo-day series to
learn about one new exciting tool every week. @Qstream will demo
this week.…

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That
means honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe #T…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @thewhalehunters: A4: I am coaching 9 teams to use @Revegy
for global-account planning. Superb for developing vision with client
on comp…

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
A4. Pipeliner CRM. #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool for sales you have
come across recently? #salestribe RT @shanegibson

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @thewhalehunters: A4: I am coaching 9 teams to use @Revegy
for global-account planning. Superb for developing vision with client
on comp…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: A4: Personally I use @nimble's tool for
#socialselling and pulling everything together #salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @shanegibson: Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool
for sales you have come across recently? #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @smoothsale: A4 My favorite tech tool is the Twitter app; saves
wasted time standing in line; quickly follow&amp;connect.
#salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @PeopleFirstPS: Q4: The #SalesTribe twitter chat! I've learned
more in 15 minutes than I have in the last 2 weeks!

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Absolutely yes to cold calling on highly
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RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Absolutely yes to cold calling on highly
targeted accounts while leveraging insights that matter to the
prospect. #sa…

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @jeffshore: A3. Major Trends: 3D printing has the power to
democratize production for many goods. If a customer can make
their own… #sa…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q4: We use @HubSpot because it aligns all of our daily #sales &
#marketing activities into a single database/platform. #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A4: A variety of killer video tools like Video Motion Pro for creating
pro content. @milesaustin #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @shanegibson: Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool
for sales you have come across recently? #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
Q4: The #SalesTribe twitter chat! I've learned more in 15 minutes
than I have in the last 2 weeks!

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A4- @VIPorbit as it is more about maintaining relationships that for
#smallbiz sometimes become lost in daily chaos. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

A4: Personally I use @nimble's tool for #socialselling and pulling
everything together #salestribe

Cassandra Grauer @CassandraGrauer
Could not agree more! #salestribe #Twitterchat
twitter.com/sellingtools/s…

Slidebank @slidebank
RT @shanegibson: Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool
for sales you have come across recently? #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A4 Register for our online demo-day series to learn about one new
exciting tool every week. @Qstream will demo this week.#SalesTribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @shanegibson: Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool
for sales you have come across recently? #salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A4. It shouldn’t be revolutionary by this point, but personalized
video e-mail is dramatically underutilized. #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Watching an awesome Twitter Chat right now. Brilliant people,
interesting topics. #salestribe RT @emilyleonard21

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @sellingtools: A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with
content yet making buyers hunt & peck to find what they need
#SalesTribe
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Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A4 My favorite tech tool is the Twitter app; saves wasted time
standing in line; quickly follow&connect; faster than desktop.
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @bweaversmith: A4: I am coaching 9 teams to use @Revegy for
global-account planning. Superb for developing vision with client on
complex…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Watching an awesome Twitter Chat right now #salestribe RT
@CassandraGrauer

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

.@micadam agreed. what tools do you see viable here? #salestribe

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @CoachLee: A3-Writing will increase in importance; more buying
decisions will B made before the 1st outreach to the salesperson
#salestr…

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
A4: I am coaching 9 teams to use @Revegy for global-account
planning. Superb for developing vision with client on complex
deals.#salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
A4: I am coaching 9 teams to use @Revegy for global-account
planning. Superb for developing vision with client on complex
deals.#salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

@toddschnick Totally agree! #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @toddschnick: This #salestribe chat rocks. Why the hell has it
taken us this long to do this? Thanks @shanegibson

little woo @alittlewoo
RT @MohGar: A2. Selfless Inbound Marketing is the new coldcalling. Being genuinely useful to customers without expecting
anything in retur…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @emilyleonard21: Watching an awesome Twitter Chat right now.
Brilliant people, interesting topics. #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Thanks for joining us @micadam #SalesTribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

A4: I have to say @kitedesk's newest release really makes
@salesforce #socialselling a lot easier #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick
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#salestribe

Showcase @Showcase_App
RT @shanegibson: Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool
for sales you have come across recently? #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

Well said #salestribe twitter.com/iSalesGirl/sta…

Ranald John @ranaldjohn
RT @MohGar: A2. Selfless Inbound Marketing is the new coldcalling. Being genuinely useful to customers without expecting
anything in retur…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @iSalesGirl: A3: I think #CustomerCentric and #Mobile will def
become more important. Get in THEIR WORLD faster. In ways we
don't imagin…

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @KellyRiggs: A2: The explosion of media. Audio/video/livestreaming. Sales organizations must leverage all media. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @toddschnick: This #salestribe chat rocks. Why the hell has it
taken us this long to do this? Thanks @shanegibson

Cassandra Grauer @CassandraGrauer
Watching an awesome Twitter Chat right now #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @PeopleFirstPS: Happening now! Jump in to our Twitter Chat on
#sales at #SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A4: Mobile #sales #training w/ support for knowledge sustainment,
skills transfer & #coaching. Like: go.gosalestrain.com #SalesTribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
Happening now! Jump in to our Twitter Chat on #sales at
#SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @emilyleonard21: Watching an awesome Twitter Chat right now.
Brilliant people, interesting topics. #salestribe Thanks 4 RT &
compliment

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @jeffshore: A3. Major Trends: 3D printing has the power to
democratize production for many goods. If a customer can make
their own… #sa…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool
for sales you have come across recently? #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e

RT @keenan: A3 cheap connection & sales insight tools. The faster
we connect people with killer information, the more sales is
disrupted. #…
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disrupted. #…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
Agree!! Tks Shane RT @toddschnick: This #salestribe chat rocks.
Why the hell has it taken us this long to do this? Thanks
@shanegibson

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @keenan: A2 even suggesting they aren’t relevant is doing sales
a disservice! Yes! #salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @toddschnick: This #salestribe chat rocks. Why the hell has it
taken us this long to do this? Thanks @shanegibson

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q4: What is your newest most exciting tech tool for sales you have
come across recently? #salestribe

Espiégle Shiimi @Tau_Amour
Tau_Amour

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q3: Salespeople have to combine old school
basic selling skills new school business intelligence tools #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @Mike_Kunkle: Leveraging insight when cold calling is so crucial
@DoyleSlayton great point #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Not sure if total change will happen; some transformation; basic
skills will still exist; mobile is a channel @doyleslayton #SalesTribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @toddschnick: This #salestribe chat rocks. Why the hell has it
taken us this long to do this? Thanks @shanegibson

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @MohGar: A3. It's already changing. Buyers are empowered with
more knowledge, purchasing processes and decision makers have
changed. #Sa…

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A3: I think #CustomerCentric and #Mobile will def become more
important. Get in THEIR WORLD faster. In ways we don't imagine
now #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @sellingtools: A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with
content yet making buyers hunt + peck to find what they need
#SalesTribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Good I stumbled over it while browsing twitter #salestribe
twitter.com/KellyMcCormick…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
Many thanks, @_GregWilson! Love the chat room!! #SalesTribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @CoachLee: Fast, faster & faster than a speeding bullet this
Twitter Chat on #sales #SalesTribe
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Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @jeffshore: A3. Major Trends: 3D printing has the power to
democratize production for many goods. If a customer can make
their own… #sa…

HireVue For Sales @HireVueSales
HireVueSales

#salestribe Are you a female sales professional? We want to hear
your story hir.vu/1IDe3Ap http://t.co/4c3CeG2m1q

Emily Leonard @emilyleonard21
Watching an awesome Twitter Chat right now. Brilliant people,
interesting topics. #salestribe

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

A3 cheap connection & sales insight tools. The faster we connect
people with killer information, the more sales is disrupted.
#salestribe

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
Absolutely #salestribe twitter.com/townsendwardla…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A3: Agree @Mike_Kunkle - #mobile is gonna change everything
#salestribe RT @toddschnick

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @sellingtools: A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with
content yet making buyers hunt & peck to find what they need
#SalesTribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: This #salestribe chat rocks. Why the hell has it
taken us this long to do this? Thanks @shanegibson

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

This #salestribe chat rocks. Why the hell has it taken us this long to
do this? Thanks @shanegibson

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @sellingtools: RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales
Twitter chat, u r missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @MohGar: A3. It's already changing. Buyers are empowered with
more knowledge, purchasing processes and decision makers have
changed. #Sa…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
RT @sellingtools: A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with
content yet making buyers hunt & peck to find what they need
#SalesTribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Live streaming will a major impact on sales. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e

RT @saleshorizons: 3. More tech use by the buyer and seller plus
the shift to team selling with the engagement of technical and
engineering…
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engineering…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @sellingtools: A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with
content yet making buyers hunt & peck to find what they need
#SalesTribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
@CoachLee - The components of leadership absolutely include
CLARITY! #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Fast, faster & faster than a speeding bullet this Twitter Chat on
#sales #SalesTribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @toddschnick: A3: Agree @Mike_Kunkle - #mobile is gonna
change everything #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A3: Major trends influencing how we sell is buyer’s checking you out
via #SocialMedia, well before contacting. #salestribe

Mircea Saracut @MirceaSaracut
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @sellingtools: A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with
content yet making buyers hunt & peck to find what they need
#SalesTribe

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
Follow the chat easily on @tchatio tchat.io/rooms/salestri…
#salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @MohGar: A3. It's already changing. Buyers are empowered with
more knowledge, purchasing processes and decision makers have
changed. #Sa…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @CoachLee: A3-Writing will increase in importance; more buying
decisions will B made before the 1st outreach to the salesperson
#salestr…

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!
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missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @KellyRiggs: A2: The explosion of media. Audio/video/livestreaming. Sales organizations must leverage all media. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

A3-Ditto @coachlee more decisions before a salesperson shows up
#salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @toddschnick: RT @KellyRiggs: A2: The explosion of media.
Audio/video/live-streaming. Sales organizations must leverage all
media. #sal…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A2 we’re still “cold callin”, just using different
tools, like video email. #salestribe @bombbomb RT @keenan

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Mohit Garg @MohGar
A3. It's already changing. Buyers are empowered with more
knowledge, purchasing processes and decision makers have
changed. #SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q3: Salespeople have to combine old school
basic selling skills new school business intelligence tools #salestribe

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @keenan: If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r
missing out. #salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @jeffshore: A3. Major Trends: 3D printing has the power to
democratize production for many goods. If a customer can make
their own… #sa…
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Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Provided they have clarity around that vision@kenthoreson
#SalesTribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @PeopleFirstPS: @bweaversmith - Amen, Barbara. That's why
sellers have to think more like leaders. #SalesTribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @KellyRiggs: A2: The explosion of media. Audio/video/livestreaming. Sales organizations must leverage all media. #salestribe
#AMEN

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
@jeffshore - Good point, Jeff. Then what happens to selling?
#SalesTribe

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

If your not following this killer sales Twitter chat, u r missing out.
#salestribe Killer insights, smarter people! Jump in!

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A2 we’re still “cold callin”, just using different
tools, like video email. #salestribe @bombbomb RT @keenan

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @CoachLee: A3-Writing will increase in importance; more buying
decisions will B made before the 1st outreach to the salesperson
#salestr…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q3: Salespeople have to combine old school
basic selling skills new school business intelligence tools #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q3: Salespeople have to combine old school
basic selling skills new school business intelligence tools #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @keenan: A2 even suggesting they aren’t relevant is doing sales
a disservice! Yes! #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @scoremoresales: A2: we can debate what cold calling is, but no
question many reps do no leverage the phone enough #salestribe
#warmcall

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

RT @DoyleSlayton: Q3: Salespeople have to combine old school
basic selling skills new school business intelligence tools #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A3: Agree @Mike_Kunkle - #mobile is gonna change everything
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @jeffshore: A3. Major Trends: 3D printing has the power to
democratize production for many goods. If a customer can make
their own… #sa…
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Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: Q3: Salespeople have to combine old school
basic selling skills new school business intelligence tools #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KellyMcCormick_: Q3: What major trends to you feel will impact
and change the way we sell? #salestribe RT @shanegibson

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @DoyleSlayton: A2:Absolutely yes to cold calling 2 highly
targeted accounts while leveraging insights that matter 2 prospect.
#salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
RT @bweaversmith: A3: Major trends in selling—“sell” a vision to
buyer, not a product or service. Insight requirements. #salestribe

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Indeed #salestribe twitter.com/keenan/status/…

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
A3: more standard use of video - esp video on both ends of a call
#salestribe

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
3. More tech use by the buyer and seller plus the shift to team
selling with the engagement of technical and engineering staff.
#salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A2: The explosion of media. Audio/video/live-streaming. Sales
organizations must leverage all media. #salestribe

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @scoremoresales: A2: we can debate what cold calling is, but no
question many reps do no leverage the phone enough #salestribe
#warmcall

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Q3: Salespeople have to combine old school basic selling skills new
school business intelligence tools #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A2 we’re still “cold callin”, just using different tools, like video email.
#salestribe @bombbomb RT @keenan

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
@bweaversmith - Amen, Barbara. That's why sellers have to think
more like leaders. #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A3-Writing will increase in importance; more buying decisions will B
made before the 1st outreach to the salesperson #salestribe

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
@KenThoreson I've seen this when I sell the product I work with, my
best clients come through supporting trials! #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
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we sell? #salestribe RT @shanegibson

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A3. Major Trends: 3D printing has the power to democratize
production for many goods. If a customer can make their own…
#salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Selling face-to-face will always be relevant.
The simple question is, “Is it necessary to win the deal?” #salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A3 Guided Buying. We’re arming salespeople with content yet
making buyers hunt & peck to find what they need #SalesTribe

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Absolutely yes to cold calling on highly
targeted accounts while leveraging insights that matter to the
prospect. #sa…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @micadam: Sales channels must be mixed to achieve the most
complete approach for sales so old school tactics remain important
role be us…

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Being introduced by someone makes cold calls warm #salestribe
twitter.com/scoremoresales…

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

A2 we’re still “cold callin”, just using different tools, like video email.
#salestribe @bombbomb

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Selling face-to-face will always be relevant.
The simple question is, “Is it necessary to win the deal?” #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A3 Trends: Buyer focus, mobile. IoT. technology advances,
commoditization, problem & solution complexity. #SalesTribe
#Changes

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A2: And referrals become even more essential
to go along with these approaches. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q3: What major trends to you feel will impact
and change the way we sell? #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @MohGar: A2. Selfless Inbound Mktng is new cold-calling. Being
genuinely useful to customers w/o expecting anything in return
#SalesTribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A2: And referrals become even more essential
to go along with these approaches. #salestribe

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
A3: Major trends in selling—“sell” a vision to buyer, not a product or
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A3: Major trends in selling—“sell” a vision to buyer, not a product or
service. Insight requirements. #salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
A3: Major trends in selling—“sell” a vision to buyer, not a product or
service. Insight requirements. #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @keenan: A2 even suggesting they aren’t relevant is doing sales
a disservice! Yes! #salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @toddschnick: A2: I do podcast interviews to get to know a
potential prospect. I serve, then get to know, then present
ideas/solutions #…

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
RT @Mike_Kunkle: Leveraging insight when cold calling is so crucial
@DoyleSlayton great point #SalesTribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A3: Buyer empowerment & heightened expectation they have of
sellers. #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @KellyRiggs: A2: The game is the same; just the tools have
changed. Old/New differs only in that we have more information on
both sides.…

Mic V Adam @micadam
micadam

Sales channels must be mixed to achieve the most complete
approach for sales so old school tactics remain important role be
used #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A2: This is where seller differentiation and value
creation come into play most of all. #salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
A2: we can debate what cold calling is, but no question many reps
do no leverage the phone enough #salestribe #warmcall

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
A3 Staying abreast of technology, politics and economics all affect
business; stay tuned to new apps, thought & implement. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q3: What major trends to you feel will impact and change the way
we sell? #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @PeopleFirstPS: A2: This is where seller differentiation and value
creation come into play most of all. #salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
A3: if selling technical solutions, introduce tech support very early in
the sales process, #salestribe, @kenthoreson

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools
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prospect. #sa…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @PeopleFirstPS: A2: And referrals become even more essential
to go along with these approaches. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @KellyRiggs: A2: The game is the same; just the tools have
changed. Old/New differs only have more info on both sides.
#salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: A2: I do podcast interviews to get to know a
potential prospect. I serve, then get to know, then present
ideas/solutions #…

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

A2 even suggesting they aren’t relevant is doing sales a disservice!
Yes! #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @sellingtools: A2 Face-to-face meetings, absolutely! Cold-calling
“yes, but…” Managers need to focus on call outcomes and not call
quant…

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @MohGar: A2. Selfless Inbound Marketing is the new coldcalling. Being genuinely useful to customers without expecting
anything in retur…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @MohGar: A2. Selfless Inbound Marketing is the new coldcalling. Being genuinely useful to customers without expecting
anything in retur…

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

RT @MohGar: A2. Selfless Inbound Marketing is the new coldcalling. Being genuinely useful to customers without expecting
anything in retur…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A2: I do podcast interviews to get to know a potential prospect. I
serve, then get to know, then present ideas/solutions #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A2: And referrals become even more essential to go along with
these approaches. #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
A2: Selling face-to-face will always be relevant. The simple question
is, “Is it necessary to win the deal?” #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Absolutely yes to cold calling on highly
targeted accounts while leveraging insights that matter to the
prospect. #sa…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Leveraging insight when cold calling is so crucial @DoyleSlayton
great point #SalesTribe
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Mohit Garg @MohGar
A2. Selfless Inbound Marketing is the new cold-calling. Being
genuinely useful to customers without expecting anything in return
#SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @KenThoreson: A2: approaches using Thought Leadership & F2F
is critical,still need for personal relationships, @kenthoreson,
#salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A2: Cold calling works. #SocialMedia turned
it into warm calling. Easier to connect with decision makers & be
found. #…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A2: Cold-calling is dead, in terms of reaching out to someone you
don't know. Methods exist to get to know someone now. #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A2: The game is the same; just the tools have changed. Old/New
differs only in that we have more information on both sides.
#salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Absolutely yes to cold calling on highly
targeted accounts while leveraging insights that matter to the
prospect. #sa…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @smoothsale: Q2 Cold calling may be changed to connecting on
twitter first and then research profiles on LinkedIn for improved
connectio…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A2: This is where seller differentiation and value creation come into
play most of all. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @KenThoreson 18 years consulting, 5 books, focused on Sales
Leadership, Keynote, blogger, AcumenManagement.com,
#salestribe,#sales,

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
Completely agree! Video is 2nd best to face to face and much more
personal than text based conversation. #SalesTribe
twitter.com/smoothsale/sta…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @DoyleSlayton: A2: Absolutely yes to cold calling on highly
targeted accounts while leveraging insights that matter to the
prospect. #sa…

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
A2. In b2b sales certainly face-to-face will – cold calling not so much.
#salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @KenThoreson: A2: approaches using Thought Leadership and
F2F is critical,still need for personal relationships, @kenthoreson,
#salestr…
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Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @CoachLee: A2-Absolutely, because people buy from people
they know & trust. Stroking keys is good for research; not earning
the sale. #s…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A1: Sellers as leaders, taking buyers to new
places. #salestribe

Greg Wilson @_GregWilson
RT @sellingtools: A2 Face-to-face meetings, absolutely! Cold-calling
“yes, but…” Managers need to focus on call outcomes and not call
quant…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @sellingtools: A2 Face-to-face meetings, absolutely! Cold-calling
“yes, but…” Managers need to focus on call outcomes and not call
quant…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A2: Cold calling works. #SocialMedia turned it into warm calling.
Easier to connect with decision makers & be found. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @scoremoresales: A2: yes, these do work- esp. As part of a
multiple approach strategy #salestribe

Richard+Lewis @RichardandLewis
RT @KenThoreson: Ken Thoreson, 18 years consulting, 5 books,
focused on Sales Leadership, Keynote, blogger,
AcumenManagement.com, #sales…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @sellingtools: A2 Face-to-face meetings, absolutely! Cold-calling
“yes, but…” Managers need to focus on call outcomes and not call
quant…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @iSalesGirl: Q2: Absolutely. The client wants to be met where
THEY are. It just may take more creativity to get the meeting!
#salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
A2: Absolutely yes to cold calling on highly targeted accounts while
leveraging insights that matter to the prospect. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @sellingtools: A2 Face-to-face meetings, absolutely! Cold-calling
“yes, but…” Managers need to focus on call outcomes and not call
quant…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
Q2 Cold calling may be changed to connecting on twitter first and
then research profiles on LinkedIn for improved connection.
#salestribe

The Selling Agency @SellingAgency
SellingAgency

RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That
means honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe #T…
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The Selling Agency @SellingAgency
SellingAgency

RT @sellingtools: A2 Face-to-face meetings, absolutely! Cold-calling
“yes, but…” Managers need to focus on call outcomes and not call
quant…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @thewhalehunters: A2: Face-to-face is essential in long, complex
deals. Bring new information and ideas to get face time. #salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
A2: approaches using Thought Leadership and F2F is critical,still
need for personal relationships, @kenthoreson, #salestribe

@ ﺳﺎﻟﻡ ﻋﺑﺩﷲ ﺍﻟﻣﻁﻭﻉSalemO2
SalemO2
ا
ق

ن ا رات ا
لا
ا
ا ر وا
 ا#salestribe #TDArab http://t.co/Bf1p1NVfBV

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A2 Face-to-face meetings, absolutely! Cold-calling “yes, but…”
Managers need to focus on call outcomes and not call quantity.
#SalesTribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @PeopleFirstPS: A1: Sellers as leaders, taking buyers to new
places. #salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
A2: yes, these do work- esp. As part of a multiple approach strategy
#salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A2-Absolutely, because people buy from people they know & trust.
Stroking keys is good for research; not earning the sale. #salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
Q2: Absolutely. The client wants to be met where THEY are. It just
may take more creativity to get the meeting! #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A2: Yes but sellers need to modify approach to align w/buyer
changes. #salestribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A2. Does face-to-face have a future? Absolutely. In some cases it’s a
must. Cold-calling? Meh. #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A1: Not only is creating #media essential in a #sales process, you
can involve both your client and prospects now #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @iSalesGirl: A1: Getting out ahead of the sale - like a hockey
player - skate to where the puck is GOING to be. Willing to make
mistakes…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @toddschnick: RT @KellyRiggs: A1: The biggest shift is the pace
of play in sales. The opportunity can be over before you get up to
speed…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools
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RT @Mike_Kunkle: A1: it’s about dialogue w/ buyers: insights,
content, value & delivering outcomes. Making the shift; achieving
#SalesMaste…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @thewhalehunters: A2: Face-to-face is essential in long, complex
deals. Bring new information and ideas to get face time. #salestribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

And delivering these at the time the customer needs them
#salestribe twitter.com/KellyMcCormick…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @Mike_Kunkle: Digging these buyer-focused answers from the
#SalesTribe chat!

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A1: Future shift in selling is transparency because of #SocialMedia.
Know your stuff or else. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A2: F2F doesn’t mean same room, but yes, will remain. “Cold”
approaches will wane sloooowly, over time. Not dead yet, tho.
#SalesTribe

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
A2: Face-to-face is essential in long, complex deals. Bring new
information and ideas to get face time. #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @MohGar: A1. Shorter business cycles & transformed buying
process requires changes in value proposition & how we engage
with customers #…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Q2: Can old-school approaches like cold-calling
and meeting face-to-face remain relevant as sales strategies in the
future…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A1: Continued massive shift to how
organizations leverage #media in their #sales process #salestribe
RT @toddschnick

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

So true! Along with customer expertise, the speed and currency of
information as well #salestribe twitter.com/DoyleSlayton/s…

LeadershipConsulting @ConsultingLead
RT @KenThoreson: Ken Thoreson, 18 years consulting, 5 books,
focused on Sales Leadership, Keynote, blogger,
AcumenManagement.com, #sales…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @KellyRiggs: A1: The biggest shift is the pace of play in sales. The
opportunity can be over before you get up to speed. #salestribe

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
Face to face will always preferred, and may be adapted to video
tech online; great for coaching too. #salestribe
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Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A1: Sales in 2-5 years will demand higher credibility and value due
to online visibility. #salestribe RT @smoothsale

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @iSalesGirl: A1: Getting out ahead of the sale - like a hockey
player - skate to where the puck is GOING to be. Willing to make
mistakes…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @toddschnick: A1: Continued massive shift to how organizations
leverage #media in their #sales process #salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
RT @CoachLee: RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers
want to buy =honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @smoothsale: Sales in 2-5 years will demand higher credibility
and value due to online visibility. #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A1: Sellers as leaders, taking buyers to new places. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q2: Can old-school approaches like cold-calling and meeting face-toface remain relevant as sales strategies in the future? #salestribe

Moblized Sales @Moblized_Sales
RT @sellingtools: #SalesTribe #Twitterbio @Sellingtools is an
advisory firm specializing in sales productivity tools & advanced
selling str…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Happy Birthday young man! @keenan #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @smoothsale: Sales in 2-5 years will demand higher credibility
and value due to online visibility. #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @keenan: @keenan finder of the elephant in the room, I turned
47 today let’s make this a party!! #birthday #salestribe let’s get it
on!!!

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @MohGar: A1. Shorter business cycles & transformed buying
process requires changes in value proposition & how we engage
with customers #…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A1: Continued massive shift to how organizations leverage #media
in their #sales process #salestribe RT @toddschnick

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A1: Getting out ahead of the sale - like a hockey player - skate to
where the puck is GOING to be. Willing to make mistakes
#salestribe
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Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That
means honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
@keenan Happy birthday Jim! #salestribe

Mohit Garg @MohGar
A1. Shorter business cycles & transformed buying process requires
changes in value proposition & how we engage with customers
#salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy
=honoring the fact that buyers really are in control #SalesTribe
#Twitterchat

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
Sales in 2-5 years will demand higher credibility and value due to
online visibility. #salestribe

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That
means honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe #T…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Digging these buyer-focused answers from the #SalesTribe chat!

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
RT @KellyRiggs: A1: The biggest shift is the pace of play in sales. The
opportunity can be over before you get up to speed. #salestribe
#s…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @Mike_Kunkle: A1: it’s about dialogue w/ buyers: insights,
content, value &amp; delivering outcomes. #SalesTribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A1: Biggest future shift in selling is
transparency because of #SocialMedia. Know your stuff or else.
#salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @keenan: @keenan finder of the elephant in the room, I turned
47 today, so let’s make this a party!! #birthday #salestribe let’s get it
…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KellyMcCormick_: A1: it’s about dialogue w/ buyers: insights,
content, value & delivering outcomes. Making the shift; achieving
#SalesT…

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @jeffshore: A1: Less emphasis on demonstration; more on
experience. Think “partnership.” #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
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Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That means honoring
the fact that buyers really are in control #SalesTribe RT
@sellingtools

Chris Gaskill @ChrisGaskill
RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That
means honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe #T…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Leadership will be increasingly important; so agree @PeopleFirstPS
#SalesTribe A1

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @scoremoresales: #salestribe A1: real, true focus on the evolving
buyer- in all we do

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @iSalesGirl: A1: I agree with @CoachLee - Content Marketing reaching your target buyer - BEFORE they talk with you. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That
means honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe #T…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @CoachLee: RT @shanegibson: Q1: What do you see as the
biggest shift in selling we are facing in the next 2-5 years?
#salestribe?

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @sellingtools: A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That
means honoring the fact that buyers really are in control
#SalesTribe #T…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @CoachLee: RT @shanegibson: Q1: What do you see as the
biggest shift in selling we are facing in the next 2-5 years?
#salestribe?

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
Happy BD! RT @keenan: @keenan finder of the elephant in the
room, I turned 47 today, so let’s make this a party!! #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @iSalesGirl: A1: I agree with @CoachLee - Content Marketing reaching your target buyer - BEFORE they talk with you. #salestribe

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

A1: Continued massive shift to how organizations leverage #media
in their #sales process #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A1-Marketing for #smallbiz under 50
employees will become the priority especially content marketing.
#salestribe RT @C…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @Mike_Kunkle: A1: it’s about dialogue w/ buyers: insights,
content, value & delivering outcomes. Making the shift; achieving
#SalesMaste…
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#SalesMaste…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @CoachLee: A1-Marketing for #smallbiz under 50 employees will
become the priority especially content marketing. #salestribe

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @bweaversmith: A1: Requirement for sales team to bring new
industry and market insights to clients and prospects.#salestribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

A1 We must sell the way buyers want to buy. That means honoring
the fact that buyers really are in control #SalesTribe #Twitterchat

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
A1: Sellers need to shift & become leaders. bit.ly/1yOwQsu
#salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: Q1: What do you see as the biggest shift in
selling we are facing in the next 2-5 years? #salestribe?

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
A1: I agree with @CoachLee - Content Marketing - reaching your
target buyer - BEFORE they talk with you. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @saleshorizons: . Driven by customer expectations the shift from
reps being product facilitators to trusted advisors. #salestribe

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
A1: Developing seller product/industry/competitor expertise.
Business intelligence tools to facilitate sellinging context #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A1-Marketing for #smallbiz under 50 employees will become the
priority especially content marketing. #salestribe RT @CoachLee

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

RT @Mike_Kunkle: A0: I like long walks on the beach, honesty, funny
people, sunsets… oh wait. SALES questions. Got it. #SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @KellyMcCormick_: A1: Biggest future shift in selling is
transparency because of #SocialMedia. Know your stuff or else.
#salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
A1: The biggest shift is the pace of play in sales. The opportunity can
be over before you get up to speed. #salestribe #socialmedia

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
A1: the need to ask business impact questions vs product/service
qualifying questions, then connecting the dots @kenThoreson,
#salestribe,

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @jeffshore: A1: Less emphasis on demonstration; more on
experience. Think “partnership.” #salestribe
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Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @thewhalehunters: A1: Requirement for sales team to bring new
industry and market insights to clients and prospects.#salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
#salestribe A1: real, true focus on the evolving buyer- in all we do

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

@keenan finder of the elephant in the room, I turned 47 today, so
let’s make this a party!! #birthday #salestribe let’s get it on!!!

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @jeffshore: A1: Less emphasis on demonstration; more on
experience. Think “partnership.” #salestribe

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A1: it’s about dialogue w/ buyers: insights, content, value &
delivering outcomes. Making the shift; achieving #SalesTribe RT
@Mike_Kunkle

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
#salestribe #twitterbio Author, speaker, trainer: Stop Selling & Start
Leading. bit.ly/1EnBAYh

Showcase @Showcase_App
RT @shanegibson: Q1: What do you see as the biggest shift in
selling we are facing in the next 2-5 years? #salestribe?

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @KellyMcCormick_ "A1: Biggest future shift in selling is
transparency because of #SocialMedia. Know your stuff or else.
#salestribe"

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
Elinor Stutz, CEO of Smooth Sale, Inspirational Speaker and Int’l.
Best-Selling Author of: bit.ly/NiceGirlsDOGet… #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
A1-Marketing for #smallbiz under 50 employees will become the
priority especially content marketing. #salestribe

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
. Driven by customer expectations the shift from reps being product
facilitators to trusted advisors. #salestribe

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
A1: Requirement for sales team to bring new industry and market
insights to clients and prospects.#salestribe

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
A1: Requirement for sales team to bring new industry and market
insights to clients and prospects.#salestribe

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
#salestribe so exited to be here! We help sales reps find and relate
to buyers- and grow revenues

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
A1: Less emphasis on demonstration; more on experience. Think
“partnership.” #salestribe
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Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@KyleNPatel like drinking champagne from a fire hose! #salestribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
#salestribe #twitterbio Kelly Riggs, Business LockerRoom &
#BizLockerRadio BizLockerRoom.com #Author "Quit Whining &
Start SELLING!"

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
A1: Biggest future shift in selling is transparency because of
#SocialMedia. Know your stuff or else. #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A1: it’s about dialogue w/ buyers: insights, content, value &
delivering outcomes. Making the shift; achieving #SalesMastery
#SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

A0: I like long walks on the beach, honesty, funny people, sunsets…
oh wait. SALES questions. Got it. #SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

I’m a training & organization effectiveness leader w/ special
expertise in sales transformation mikekunkle.com/about
#SalesTribe

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
@shanegibson You've got your hands full today Shane! Good luck
it's going to be a good one! #SalesTribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
Ken Thoreson, 18 years consulting, 5 books, focused on Sales
Leadership, Keynote, blogger, AcumenManagement.com,
#salestribe,#sales,

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Q1: What do you see as the biggest shift in selling we are facing in
the next 2-5 years? #salestribe?

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
As THE People & Process Problem Solver, I work, write & speak to
sales & #smallbiz #salestribe ow.ly/i/asIes ow.ly/i/asKVC

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @shanegibson: I will be posting 9 questions to the #salestribe
starting each with Q1, Q2 etc. and they will post answers starting
with A…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: My name is Shane Gibson and I will be the
moderator for the #salestribe twitter chat today.
linkedin.com/in/shanegibson

Showcase @Showcase_App
RT @sellingtools: The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter Chat April
21st!: closingbigger.net/2015/04/sales-… via @ShaneGibson
http://t.co/3arq9o…

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
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Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
#salestribe #twitterbio Founder/CEO of The Whale Hunters helping
SMBs grow fast with bigger deals to bigger customers bit.ly/1D9atu0

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
#salestribe #twitterbio Founder/CEO of The Whale Hunters helping
SMBs grow fast with bigger deals to bigger customers bit.ly/1D9atu0

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
CEO @xoombi, a #Sales & #Marketing managed services firm:
@HubSpot partner to help execute #inboundmarketing & outbound
sales #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

I will be posting 9 questions to the #salestribe starting each with Q1,
Q2 etc. and they will post answers starting with A1,A2 etc.

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

I am Todd Schnick, and I help my clients produce and leverage
#media and #content to integrate into their #sales and #marketing
#salestribe

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
I am The Irreverent Sales Girl - Bringing a Dash of Dignity to the Art
of Selling musings.irreverentsalesgirl.com #SalesTribe

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

#SalesTribe #Twitterbio @Sellingtools is an advisory firm
specializing in sales productivity tools & advanced selling strategies.

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
Ken Thoreson, 18 years consulting, 5 books, focused on Sales
Leadership, Keynote, blogger, AcumenManagement.com,
#salestribe,#sales,

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @Mike_Kunkle: Hello to my #SalesTribe compadres! A hearty
welcome to those hanging with us today to chat re The Future of
Selling! #Sales

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @shanegibson: My name is Shane Gibson and I will be the
moderator for the #salestribe twitter chat today.
linkedin.com/in/shanegibson

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
I'm a Business Growth & Marketing Expert for entrepreneurs &
small biz #SMB OutSellYourself.com #salestribe
http://t.co/g3TbwdrJeF

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter
chat a collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking about The
Future of Sel…

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
#salestribe #twitterbio Author, Managing Major Sales. Sales
Effectiveness Consultant. salesmomentum.com/team-view/rich…

Showcase @Showcase_App
RT @shanegibson: My name is Shane Gibson and I will be the
moderator for the #salestribe twitter chat today.
linkedin.com/in/shanegibson
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linkedin.com/in/shanegibson

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @Mike_Kunkle: Hmm. This si goung to reqiure good &amp; qiuck
typinf skiils, isn’t it? #SalesTribe #CouldMeanTrouble Yep Preplan?

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
Jeff Shore. Speaker, Author, Sales Wonk. Author of “Be Bold and Win
the Sale” (McGraw-Hill). Jeffshore.com #salestribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

You can see more about #SalesTribe host @ShaneGibson here:
closingbigger.net/social-media-s… & here:
linkedin.com/company/profes…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

#salestribe #twitterbio Author, Guerrilla Social Media & Sociable.
Pro speaker & trainer. http://t.co/yiz66DiLFN ow.ly/LS1mO

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: My name is Shane Gibson and I will be the
moderator for the #salestribe twitter chat today.
linkedin.com/in/shanegibson

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Hello to my #SalesTribe compadres! A hearty welcome to those
hanging with us today to chat about The Future of Selling! #Sales

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Hmm. This si goung to reqiure good & qiuck typinf skiils, isn’t it?
#SalesTribe #CouldMeanTrouble

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @shanegibson: My name is Shane Gibson and I will be the
moderator for the #salestribe twitter chat today.
linkedin.com/in/shanegibson

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

First if I could ask the official #salestribe authors to post a quick 140
character bio and intro for our audience!

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter
chat a collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking about The
Future of Sel…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @CoachLee: RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the
#Salestribe chat a collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking
about The Future …

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter
chat a collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking about The
Future of Sel…

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

RT @shanegibson: My name is Shane Gibson and I will be the
moderator for the #salestribe twitter chat today.
linkedin.com/in/shanegibson
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Jeff Shore @jeffshore
RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter
chat a collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking about The
Future of Sel…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter
chat a collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking about The
Future of Sel…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

My name is Shane Gibson and I will be the moderator for the
#salestribe twitter chat today. linkedin.com/in/shanegibson

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter chat a collaboration of over 30
sales authors talking about The Future of Selling. RT @shanegibson

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe chat a
collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking about The Future of
Selling.

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
RT @shanegibson: Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter
chat a collaboration of over 30 sales authors talking about The
Future of Sel…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Good day! Welcome to the #Salestribe twitter chat a collaboration
of over 30 sales authors talking about The Future of Selling.

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
@Mike_Kunkle @OneMob Thanks Mike and I'm not a "pushy" sales
guy so this approach works better for me than "Cold" outreach!
#SalesTribe

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
@Mike_Kunkle @papastevesbars Thanks, Mike. Do keep us
informed on your progress. #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
So am I as this is my first significant venture into a Twit chat
@mindtickle #SalesTribe

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @CoachLee: Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the
“Future of Selling” twitter Chat in 5 min @ 1:00pm Eastern.
#salestribe...

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Of course you will @Mike_Kunkle #SalesTribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: @mayeralen woohoo! #salestribe in 2 minutes

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

As if anyone cares, I'll be eating a @papastevesbars (dark chocolate
coconut) today during the #SalesTribe chat. Not an ad, just love 'em.
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Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
.@brianmoran jump in when ever you can. Your opinions would be
valued. #salestribe

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@mayeralen woohoo! #salestribe

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat in 5 min @ 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe...

Phill Keene @phillkeene
phillkeene

Excited to get this #SalesTribe Twitter Chat Kicked Off...So many
great authors online.

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
The “Future of Selling” Twitter Chat starts in 5 minutes! Join me & 30
other sales authors. #salestribe #twitterchat http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
@jeffshore Thanks Jeff! Still learning everyday from leaders like
yourself and hopefully inspiring others to stand out as well!
#SalesTribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

@coachlee Pleasure Leanne, we're looking forward to this.
#SalesTribe

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

@mike_kunkle Cheers Mike, we're looking forward to hearing
everyone's thoughts as well and sharing some of ours too.
#SalesTribe

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Thanks @OnStageKimberly for sharing the #SalesTribe chat. One of
many. Hope you can join us today or in the future!

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KellyMcCormick_: .@brianmoran there's a Twitter Chat on the
“Future of Selling” in 15 minutes. Join us if you can. #salestribe
http://…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @toddschnick: Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of
Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/gPBx3C…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @mindtickle: We're looking forward to #SalesTribe today
twitter.com/sellingtools/s…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Glad to see you'll be at #SalesTribe @mindtickle. I bet there will be
questions right up your alley.

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

I remain impressed with your approach @KyleNPatel. Nicely done.
Gets @OneMob out there, without "pushing" at people. #SalesTribe
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Brian Moran @brianmoran
RT @KellyMcCormick_: .@brianmoran there's a Twitter Chat on the
“Future of Selling” in 15 minutes. Join us if you can. #salestribe
http://…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
12 Minutes: Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling
#SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/sCB55sEvM5

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
.@brianmoran there's a Twitter Chat on the “Future of Selling” in 15
minutes. Join us if you can. #salestribe http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@Jon_Ferrara okay well I'm sure your ears will be burning :)
#salestribe #socialselling

Jon Ferrara @Jon_Ferrara
I'd Love to join #salestribe #twittechat but previewing new
#SocialSelling app 10am webinar buff.ly/1Eovree
twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat IN 15 min 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe...

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: @Jon_Ferrara @nimble there's a #salestribe
#twittechat in 20 minutes :) Might want to join:
closingbigger.net/2015/04/sales-… http://…

Richard+Lewis @RichardandLewis
RT @jeffshore: Join us in about 20 min (10PST/1ET)! #SalesTribe
#sales twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
Join us in about 20 min (10PST/1ET)! #SalesTribe #sales
twitter.com/shanegibson/st…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

@Jon_Ferrara @nimble there's a #salestribe #twittechat in 20
minutes :) Might want to join: closingbigger.net/2015/04/sales-…
http://t.co/nSVWZU9G7a

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/jRlTEtM3Oc

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
The “Future of Selling” Twitter Chat starts in 30 minutes! Join me and
30 sales authors. #salestribe #twitterchat http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @bweaversmith: Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of
Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/2Kcnp…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
RT @KenThoreson: Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of
Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/yKehUa…
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http://t.co/yKehUa…

Kathleen Glass @KathleenGlass
KathleenGlass

RT @Mike_Kunkle: Join 30+ #sales thought leaders for the Future of
Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/caTa1…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/gPBx3CRHmF

Joanne Black @ReferralSales
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/pFiNbeBCqM

GS International @Group_Simon
Group_Simon
#TwitterChat #salestribe

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/yKehUaQZjZ

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/k2tBufBtMz

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/oZc9rHuj7R

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/mJpk0Xgtns

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/FehTanNWG5

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

Join 30+ #sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/caTa1ctTJJ

Tim Ohai @TimOhai
TimOhai

Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/LZTgDywA91

little woo @alittlewoo
RT @shanegibson: Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of
Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/tIv8ry…

Don Lee @donleeonselling
RT @PeopleFirstPS: Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of
Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/JjSi…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/JjSi38GGov
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Instant Marketing @marketingclues
RT @RobertTerson: Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of
Selling #SalesTribe #TwitterChat in less than an hour!
http://t.co/sWdO9…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
The “Future of Selling” Twitter Chat starts in 45 minutes! Join me &
30 other sales authors. #salestribe #twitterchat
http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/2KcnpyzvpZ

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/lWXQi3v6E9

Robert Terson @RobertTerson
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/sWdO9PeryY

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. TODAY @ 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe...

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/sCB55sEvM5

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/sXzb0kpZRE

Kyle Patel @KyleNPatel
Video to introduce myself to #SalesTribe. Will be a great discussion
on the Future of Selling! onemob.com/p/myMuhutrNy9u…
http://t.co/X7WcMJoTGA

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Join 30+ sales thought leaders for the Future of Selling #SalesTribe
#TwitterChat in less than an hour! http://t.co/tIv8ryqlzH

Nancy Nardin @SalesProAcademy
TODAY 1:00pm NY Time Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat http://t.co/T5NwR6zv8s

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @upyourtelesales: TODAY 1:00pm NY Time Join over 30 leading
sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
http://t.co/V125PFBPHX

Lynn Hidy @upyourtelesales
upyourtelesales

TODAY 1:00pm NY Time Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat http://t.co/V125PFBPHX

MindTickle @mindtickle
mindtickle

We're looking forward to #SalesTribe today
twitter.com/sellingtools/s…
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Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. Today 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter Chat. Join us TODAY 10am
PAC. closingbigger.net/2015/04/sales-… http://t.co/4o5HWEac9i

WebTech @TechWebTech
RT @smoothsale: In Just 10 Minutes: Join 30+ leading sales authors
for #salestribe Twitter Cha today 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http:/…

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. TODAY @ 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe...

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
In Just 10 Minutes: Join 30+ leading sales authors for #salestribe
Twitter Cha today 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/sCB55sEvM5

Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
RT @OnStageKimberly: RT @Mike_Kunkle: RT @shanegibson: Join
30+ sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat April 21st 10am
Pacific/1:00…

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/mJpk0Xy4f0

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/mJpk0Xgtns

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. TODAY @ 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe...

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
TODAY! Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter
Chat at 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/JjSi38p4ZV

Babette Ten Haken @babettetenhaken
babettetenhaken

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/2rUPJrrOsf

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @upyourtelesales: via @shanegibson The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! ow.ly/2XdRzD

Cody Haynes @CHaynesRockets
RT @KellyMcCormick_: Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the
“Future of Selling” twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
h…

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
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twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Andrea Waltz @GoforNo
RT @iSalesGirl: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe
Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.c…

Apr 21, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Elinor Stutz @smoothsale
The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! | Social
Media Podcast for Social... lnkd.in/dqKwXkZ

Carole Mahoney @icarolemahoney
icarolemahoney

RT @PeopleFirstPS: Join me + over 30 other sales authors for the
“Future of Selling” twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
htt…

Anita Nielsen @ANielsenLDK
RT @PeopleFirstPS: Join me + over 30 other sales authors for the
“Future of Selling” twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
htt…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
Join me + over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
http://t.co/JjSi38p4ZV

Evan Kirstel @evankirstel
evankirstel

RT @shanegibson: RT @TimOhai ".@shanegibson is hosting over 30
top sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat on 4/21/15
http://t.co/tI…

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @upyourtelesales: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http:…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @PeopleFirstPS: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://…

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/JjSi38p4ZV

Roger Reitzel @Rreitzel
RT @sellingtools: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat 10:00am Pacific Tomorrow
http://t.co/x1KBOOXi91 http…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @sellingtools: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat 10:00am Pacific Tomorrow
http://t.co/x1KBOOXi91 http…

Sandy Hubbard @sandyhubbard
sandyhubbard

RT @CoachLee: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.co/…
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Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

#salestribe #twitterbio Author, Guerrilla Social Media & Sociable.
Pro speaker & trainer. closingbigger.net/social-media-s…
http://t.co/yiz66DiLFN

Valeria Wenderoth @vwenderoth
RT @jeffshore: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe
Twitter Chat tomorrow 10am PST/1pm EST http://t.co/guRC0WLLWD

Jeff Shore @jeffshore
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
tomorrow 10am PST/1pm EST http://t.co/guRC0WLLWD

Richard Ruff @saleshorizons
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/k2tBufT4E7

Mary Poul @Sales_Mastery
Sales_Mastery

The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! Nancy
Nardin @sellingtools via @ShaneGibson ow.ly/LPDqd

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
10:00am Pacific Tomorrow http://t.co/x1KBOOXi91
http://t.co/hxibyd7Ne9

AUM in a Box @AUMinaBox
RT @townsendwardlaw: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http:…

Jody L. Dyerfox @jdyerfox
RT @townsendwardlaw: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http:…

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/jRlTEtM3Oc

Daniel Moore @sartorialsafari
sartorialsafari

RT @shanegibson: RT @TimOhai ".@shanegibson is hosting over 30
top sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat on 4/21/15
http://t.co/tI…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @TimOhai ".@shanegibson is hosting over 30 top sales authors
for the #salestribe Twitter Chat on 4/21/15 http://t.co/tIv8ryHWYh"

Lynn Hidy @upyourtelesales
upyourtelesales

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/V125PFBPHX

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle
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4/21 at 10am PDT/1pm EDT: closingbigger.net/2015/04/sales-…
http://t.co/FOgeJVywZT

Kimberly Davis @OnStageKimberly
RT @Mike_Kunkle: RT @shanegibson: Join 30+ sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat April 21st 10am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.…

Townsend Wardlaw @townsendwardlaw
townsendwardlaw

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/mJpk0Xgtns

Paul McCord @paul_mccord
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/wZvA42YPdL

IrreverentSalesGirl @iSalesGirl
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/sXzb0kpZRE

Anita Nielsen @ANielsenLDK
RT @SalesArchitects: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http:…

Tara @hmingbyrd7035
RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Robert Terson @RobertTerson
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/sWdO9Pw2qw

Ken Thoreson @KenThoreson
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/yKehUaQZjZ

JMS Elite @JMSElite
MT @CoachLee: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat April 2 10am Pacific/1pm EST
bit.ly/1JZ22WM

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/eBisVbgjsL

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/jRlTEtM3Oc

Leanne HoaglandSmith @CoachLee
RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Brian Mirek @BrianMirek
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The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! | Social
Media Podcast for Social... lnkd.in/epJ59SJ

Radhika Bhangolai @RadhikaBhangola
RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Bobbie Foedisch @LinkedInBobbie
RT @keenan: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe
Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/Ne…

Jimmy xu @MKTJimmyxu
RT @keenan: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe
Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/Ne…

We Share UR Podcasts @WeSharePodcasts
WeSharePodcasts

RT @keenan: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe
Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/Ne…

Kurt Foedisch @KurtFoedisch
RT @keenan: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe
Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/Ne…

The Selling Agency @SellingAgency
SellingAgency

RT @Mike_Kunkle: [Sales Pros ~ Don't Miss This!] Upcoming #Sales
#Chat on Twitter: "The Future of Selling" with #SalesTribe on 4/21 ~
http:…

keenanJim Keenan @keenan

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/Nepq9AAMUU

Kelly McCormick @KellyMcCormick_
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
http://t.co/bIU2j7zm15

Tim Ohai @TimOhai
TimOhai

.@shanegibson is hosting over 30 top sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on 4/21/15 http://t.co/LZTgDyeYKr

Kelly Riggs @KellyRiggs
RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/gPBx3CRHmF

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e
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Twitter Reach Report Results for #salestribe | TweetReach

Apr 20, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Tibor Shanto @TiborShanto
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Easternpic.twitter.com/tIv8ryqlzH

Lee Salz @SalesArchitects
Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern
http://t.co/OdvFAgDLgJ

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Joanne Black @ReferralSales
RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Doyle Slayton @DoyleSlayton
Join me & over 30 sales authors for “Future of Selling” twitter Chat:
April 21st at 1pm EST #salestribe http://t.co/FehTao5xxD

Barbara Weaver Smith @bweaversmith
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the Future of Selling
twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe...

The Whale Hunters @thewhalehunters
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the Future of Selling
twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe...

Steven A. Rosen @StevenARosen
Become part of the conversation. April 12st on Twitter #salestribe
fb.me/24vVMovUN

Deb Calvert @PeopleFirstPS
Join me & over 30 other sales authors for the “Future of Selling”
twitter Chat. April 21 1:00pm Eastern. #salestribe
http://t.co/JjSi38GGov

Lori Richardson @scoremoresales
RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Todd Schnick @toddschnick
toddschnick

RT @shanegibson: Join over 30 leading sales authors for the
#salestribe Twitter Chat on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm
Eastern http://t.…

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

Join over 30 leading sales authors for the #salestribe Twitter Chat
on April 21st 10:00am Pacific/1:00pm Eastern http://t.co/tIv8ryqlzH

Shane Gibson @shanegibson
shanegibson

RT @SmartMktTools: The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter Chat
April 21st!: closingbigger.net/2015/04/sales-… via @shanegibson
http://t.co/gzIYWIUi…

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e
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Twitter Reach Report Results for #salestribe | TweetReach

Apr 19, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Feras K. AL-Tal @FerasalTal
RT @Mike_Kunkle: [Don't miss!] This week: The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat on 4/21 ~ ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat http…

Richard+Lewis @RichardandLewis
RT @Mike_Kunkle: [Don't miss!] This week: The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat on 4/21 ~ ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat http…

Nancy Nardin @SalesProAcademy
RT @Mike_Kunkle: [Don't miss!] This week: The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat on 4/21 ~ ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat http…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

[Don't miss!] This week: The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter
Chat on 4/21 ~ ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat http://t.co/6XHmGALEy3

Apr 15, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Richard+Lewis @RichardandLewis
RT @Chris_Snell: RT @shanegibson: Mark your calendars The Future
of Selling #SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! ow.ly/Lu4uk #sa…

Chris Snell @Chris_Snell
RT @shanegibson: Mark your calendars The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat

The Best in Sales @thebestinsales
RT @shanegibson: Mark your calendars The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat http://
…

Nancy Nardin @SalesProAcademy
RT @shanegibson: Mark your calendars The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat http://
…

Mike Kunkle @Mike_Kunkle
Mike_Kunkle

RT @shanegibson: Mark your calendars The Future of Selling
#SalesTribe Twitter Chat April 21st! ow.ly/Lu4uk #sales #chat http://
…

Apr 14, 2015 at 12:00am UTC
Nancy Nardin @sellingtools
sellingtools

The Future of Selling #SalesTribe Upcoming #Sales #Chat on Twitter
April 21 closingbigger.net/2015/04/sales-… http://t.co/Ompm0j133O

Apr 13, 2015 at 4:15pm UTC

https://tweetreach.com/share/reports/6118b12e23400b3cdd6e0395efde0426de72b16e
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